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ABSTRACT

A quantitative understanding of the complex interactions between cells, soluble factors, and the biological and mechanical properties of biomaterials is required to guide cell remodeling towards regeneration of healthy tissue rather than fibrocontractive tissue. The goal of this thesis was to elucidate the interactions between the boundary stiffness of three-dimensional (3D) matrix and soluble factors on valvular interstitial cell (VIC) phenotype with a quantitative approach.

The first part of the work presented in this thesis was to characterize the combined effects of boundary stiffness and transforming growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1) on cell-generated forces and collagen accumulation. We first generated a quantitative map of cell-generated tension in response to these factors by culturing VICs within micro-scale fibrin gels between compliant posts (0.15-1.05 nN/nm) in chemically-defined media with TGF-β1 (0-5 ng/mL). The VICs generated 100 to 3000 nN/cell after one week of culture, and multiple regression modeling demonstrated, for the first time, quantitative interaction (synergy) between these factors in a 3D culture system. We then isolated passive and active components of tension within the micro-tissues and found that cells cultured with high levels of stiffness and TGF-β1 expressed myofibroblast markers and generated substantial residual tension in the matrix yet, surprisingly, were not able to generate additional tension in response to membrane depolarization signifying a state of continual maximal contraction. In contrast, negligible residual tension was stored in the low stiffness and TGF-β1 groups indicating a lower potential for shrinkage upon release. We then studied if ECM could be generated under the low tension environment and found that TGF-β1, but not EGF, increased de novo collagen accumulation in both low and high tension environments roughly equally. Combined, these findings suggest that isometric
cell force, passive retraction, and collagen production can be tuned by independently altering boundary stiffness and TGF-β1 concentration.

In the second part, by using the quantitative information obtained from the first part, we investigated the effects of dynamic changes in stiffness on cell phenotype in a 3D protein matrix, quantitatively. Our novel method utilizing magnetic force to constrain the motion of one of two flexible posts between which VIC-populated micro-tissues were cultured effectively doubled the boundary stiffness and resulted in a significant increase in cell-generated forces. When the magnetic force was removed, the effective boundary stiffness was halved and the tissue tension dropped to 65-87% of the peak value. Surprisingly, following release the cell-generated forces continued to increase for the next two days rather than reducing down to the homeostatic tension level of the control group with identical (but constant) boundary stiffness. The rapid release of tension with the return to baseline boundary stiffness did not result in a decrease in number of cells with α-SMA positive stress fibers or an increase in apoptosis. When samples were entirely released from the boundaries and cultured free floating (where tension is minimal but cannot be measured), the proportion of apoptotic cells in middle region of the micro-tissues increased more than five-fold to 31%. Together, these data indicate that modest temporary changes in boundary stiffness can have lasting effects on myofibroblast activation and persistence in 3D matrices, and that a large decrease in the ability of the cells to generate tension is required to trigger de-differentiation and apoptosis.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
1.1 Introduction

Due to heart valve diseases, approximately 300,000 patients have heart valve replacement surgery each year [1]. Although previously believed to be a passive degenerative process, it is now becoming clear that valvular interstitial cells (VICs) play an active role in heart valve disease, yet there are no treatments short of replacement. To develop therapies, it is critical to understand the mechanisms leading to heart valve diseases.

VICs play a vital role in healthy function of heart valves by synthesizing, remodeling, and repairing the valvular extra cellular matrix (ECM) [2]. In healthy adult heart valves, the majority of VICs resemble quiescent fibroblasts. However, VICs have a highly plastic nature and can differentiate (i.e., activate) into the highly contractile myofibroblast phenotype which is recognized by α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) rich stress fibers, increased force generation and collagen production. In excessive numbers, myofibroblasts can compact surrounding matrix aggressively and stiffen tissues by generating large forces and secreting large amounts collagen, which are associated with pathological fibrosis [3, 4] and calcification [5].

Tissue engineered heart valves (TEHVs) are promising, since they have potential to remodel, grow and be produced completely autologous, especially for pediatric patients who have to have reoperations through their growth era.

The most recent TEHV technology employs biodegradable synthetic polymers or natural scaffolds seeded with cells. There is a variety of options for both scaffold material and cell source. Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) and poly(glycolic acid) PGA are most commonly used synthetic materials, while collagen, fibrin or hyaluronic acid (HA) are the natural materials used as TEHV scaffolds. Mechanical conditioning of cell seeded scaffolds in
bioreactors provides *in vitro* tissue formations [6-10]. In addition to this, animal model studies showed that remodeling into native-like tissues occurs in implanted TEHV [11, 12]. Although these studies showed that TEHV have feasibility, still, there are drawbacks that prevent clinical trials. One of the most common problems is the tissue retraction or shrinkage due to cell traction forces and residual stress in extra cellular matrix (ECM), created by forces applied by cells. The reason for the retraction is that the remodeled ECM is not stiff and strong enough to carry that load, after the degradation of the scaffold. Tissue retraction problem was observed both *in vitro* [6, 10] and *in vivo* studies [12-14]. In most of the *in vivo* studies the regurgitation caused by tissue retraction is mentioned as mild, but it is still one of the obstacles to clinical trials.

VICs are activated to the myofibroblastic phenotype as a result of changes in mechanical stresses exerted on valves. These stresses are elevated during embryonic development [15], disease states such as hypertension, hyperglycemia, and hyperlipidemia, and with disruption of the ECM structure (damage) [16]. Along with stress transferred to and generated by cells, transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) is known to be necessary for myofibroblast activation in all types of fibroblasts [17-19]. Further evidence indicates that that TGF-β and mechanical tension have a synergistic effect on myofibroblast activation in VICs [20, 21]. It appears that increased external loads result in amplification of intrinsic tension at the cell level, which, in turn, increases the sensitivity of cells to TGF-β and triggers myofibroblast activation. Intracellular tension has also been shown to increase with to resistance cell traction forces (i.e., stiffness) of two-dimensional (2D) substrates [22] and three-dimensional (3D) matrices [23].

In particular, in 3D fibroblast-populated collagen gel matrices which are anchored to flexible beams, the stiffness of beams (tissue boundary) has been shown to be correlated
positively with the homeostatic tension generated by the cells and myofibroblast markers [24, 25]. However, the combined effect of boundary stiffness and soluble factors on differentiation has not been systematically studied for VICs or any cell type. Further, reducing the number of myofibroblasts by apoptosis [26, 27] and phenotypic reversal to a quiescent state [28] is thought to play an important role in wound healing and may be critical for the development of heart valve therapies. However, the effect of tension in determining myofibroblast fate (between persistence, apoptosis or de-differentiation) has not been studied in a 3D matrix. A quantitative knowledge of the relationships between 3D matrix stiffness, growth factor sensitivity, and VIC fate are needed for rational design of therapies for heart valve disease and for the development of tissue engineered valves.

The goal of this thesis is to determine the role of mechanical stiffness of the tissue boundary in the activation of VICs to the myofibroblast phenotype within a three-dimensional ECM environment, and further to investigate the effects of reduced boundary stiffness in real time on VIC fate. In Chapter 2, background relevant to heart valve structure, the effect of mechanical and soluble cues on VIC activation and research techniques to investigate the effect of mechanical factors on cell behavior in 3D matrices are presented. Chapter 3 describes our quantitative characterization of the combined effect of stiffness and growth factors on VIC phenotype within 3D fibrin gels in a micro-well format. Here we cultured VICs in fibrin micro-tissues with multiple boundary stiffness and TGF-β concentrations. VIC-generated forces were measured and quantitative dose-response relationships including interactions between stiffness and growth factor concentration were determined utilizing design of experiment (DOE) methods. Results showed that these two factors increase VIC-generated forces synergistically, but moderate levels of both factors are required for a significant effect.

The information provided in Chapter 3 determined our starting point for Chapter 4,
which describes our studies of the effects of reduced boundary stiffness on myofibroblast persistence in 3D. In this study, we cultured myofibroblastic VICs in fibrin micro-tissues and altered the boundary stiffness in real time using magnetic forces. Consistent with the results of our comprehensive stiffness study (Chapter 3), cell-generated forces were elevated with increased boundary stiffness in real time, yet surprisingly, the forces continued to increase following real-time reduction of boundary stiffness. Increased apoptosis was only observed with complete freeing of the tissues from the posts, not from the 2-fold real-time decrease in stiffness in the cultured tissues. Although the reasons for the sustained persistence of highly contractile myofibroblasts remain elusive, the persistence does not appear to be due to a substantial increase in local tissue modulus (stiffness). In Chapter 5, the contribution of this thesis to the literature is summarized and implications of our findings and suggestions for future directions are presented.
References

CHAPTER 2: Background

Excerpted from two published reviews:

(See Appendix-I for permission)

Cirka, H.A., Kural, M.H., and Billiar, K.L., “Mechanoregulation of Aortic Valvular Interstitial Cell Life and Death” Journal of Long-Term Effects of Medical Implants, Accepted for publication.
2.1 Heart Valve Physiology

In this chapter, background on heart valve physiology and literature describing methods for studying the effect of mechanical factors in 3D cell culture environments are presented. In the first part, we briefly describe the native environment of VICs in heart valves, pathological conditions and current tissue engineered heart valve technology. In the second part, we present a review of techniques for modify tension in 3D matrices to manipulate cell behavior which provides rationale for the choice of the culture system utilized in this thesis.

2.1.1 Heart valves and the mechanical environment of heart valve cells

There are four valves in our hearts which maintain the unidirectional blood flow (Figure 2.1). Atrioventricular valves- mitral and tricuspid valves- prevent backflow form ventricles into atrium. Mitral valve (bicuspid valve) separates left atrium and left ventricular while tricuspid valve separates right atrium and right ventricle. Both atrioventricular valves are attached ventricular wall with tendon cords (chordae tendineae). Chordae tendineae are pulled by papillary muscles which provides constant tension on the cords. Semilunar valves- aortic valve and pulmonary valve- prevent back flow from arteries to ventricles. Pulmonary valve is located at the base of pulmonary trunk, and aortic valve is at the base of aorta.
Heart valve leaflets have a complex structure in terms of extra cellular matrix (ECM) composition and cell type distribution. All of the four kinds of valves have a similar layered structure. On the outflow surface there is a collagen fiber-rich layer which provides mechanical strength. In the in the center there is loose connective tissue layer. Finally under the in-flow surface there is an elastin-rich layer. For the aortic valve, these layers are called as fibrosa, spongiosa and ventricularis (Figure 2.2). Blood-contacting surfaces of valve leaflets are covered with a monolayer of valvular endothelial cells (VECs). VECs provide thromboresistance and mediate inflammation [1]. Deep to surface and through all the layers, there are valvular interstitial cells (VICs) which are responsible for synthesize, remodeling and repair of valve ECM including collagen, elastin, and amorphous ECM (predominately glycosaminoglycans [GAGs]) [1].
Figure 2. Cross-sectional view of an aortic valve: Blood-contacting surfaces are covered with VECs. VICs are located in all layers. Fibrosa layer (f) contains collagen fibers. The spongiosa (s: in the core) is composed of loose connective tissue ECM. Ventricularis (v) layer has an elastin-rich structure [1].

Depending upon their location within the aortic valve, VICs experience a multitude of forces and mechanical properties which differentially regulate their phenotype (Figure 2.3). During ventricular filling (diastole), the valve leaflets are stretched to form a tight seal which prevents the back flow of blood from the aorta to the left ventricle. When the pressure in the left ventricle is greater than that in the aorta (systole), the valve opens by leaflet shortening and flexion allowing blood to flow out of the heart. During a normal cardiac cycle, the valve tissue and resident cells are exposed to a variety of mechanical stresses including stretching due to transvalvular pressure, shear stress due to blood flow, and cyclic flexure. Due to the rapid opening and closing, the rates of loading are particularly high.
Different layers of valves have specific protein compositions resulting in unique mechanical properties and transfer of forces. Specifically, the ventricularis and fibrosa are fibrous in composition (collagen and elastin) and resist tensile forces, whereas the glycosaminoglycan (GAG)-rich spongiosa acts as a lubricating and shock absorbing layer between the ventricularis and fibrosa. Mechanical properties differ between the valve leaflet layers. Reported values for the fibrosa range from 4.7 kPa to 13 kPa [2, 3] and those of the ventricularis range from 3.7 kPa to 7.3 kPa [2, 3]. Despite these macroscopic measurements, the local extracellular matrix modulus which the VICs experience is not known.

2.1.2 VICs and Valve Diseases

In healthy adult heart valves, VICs have a quiescent nature. They are at rest and maintain normal valve physiology. Due to change in mechanical environment (disease and injury), VICs are activated and start to express characteristics of myofibroblasts, a highly
contracting and synthetic phenotype. Activated VICs (aVICs, i.e., myofibroblasts) remodel the valve ECM by applying high large traction forces, synthesizing increased amount of ECM proteins, or enzymatically degrading the ECM. At the end of normal remodeling, aVICs are removed by apoptosis. Dysfunction of aVIC apoptosis, together with excessive ECM synthesis and abnormal remodeling can result in pathological fibrosis, angiogenesis or calcification [4].

With advanced valve disease, the stratified structure of the valve is destroyed resulting in protein disarray. The valve thickens [5] and VICs activate to the myofibroblast phenotype. ECM composition may regulate VIC phenotype either by directly changing ligand signaling pathways or by altering the transfer of loads and hence the mechanical environment. In addition to protein changes, calcified valves also have altered cell distribution throughout the leaflet. In a healthy valve, VICs are found dispersed evenly through all three layers [5]. In diseased valves the cells form aggregates within the tissue.

Under normal physiologic conditions, VICs do not usually come into contact with one another as they are embedded in large amounts of extracellular matrix. Focal adhesions on the cell serve as attachment point to ECM proteins. Focal adhesions grow larger when loaded, e.g., by pulling with micro-beads [6, 7] or substrate stretch [8]. With increasing tension, fibroblasts transition to proto-myofibroblasts; this phenotype expresses α-SMA-negative stress fibers [9]. The myofibroblast phenotype is characterized by de novo expression of α-SMA sequestered within the stress fibers [10, 11]. Although shown in a different cell type than VICs, the tension generation capacity of myofibroblasts is much greater than that of fibroblasts due to α-SMA incorporation into stress fibers [12]. It remains an open research question if the integrins expressed by myofibroblasts differ
from those expressed by fibroblasts; transforming growth factor- beta (TGFβ), a potent myofibroblast activator, up-regulates the expression of many integrins [13].

Extensive experimental evidence suggests that VIC phenotype is sensitive to the elastic modulus of the substrate on which the cells are cultured [14-16] and substrate modulus is known to regulate the amount of tension a cell can generate [17]. When VICs are cultured on compliant substrates (less than 3 kPa), they have a rounded morphology with little α-SMA incorporation into the cytoskeleton [14]. Spread area, which is correlated with cell generated tension in other cell types [18] is also smaller for VICs on more compliant substrates. However, on high modulus substrates (greater than 10 kPa), VICs are elongated and spindle shaped with α-SMA incorporation into the stress fibers [14].

Several research groups have attempted to identify a “transitional” stiffness where VICs differentiate from quiescent fibroblast-like cells to highly contractile myofibroblasts and/or below which they de-differentiate [14, 19]. Quinlan et al. activated VICs to the myofibroblast phenotype by culturing them for two days on stiff tissue culture plates before transfer to collagen-coated polyacrylamide hydrogels. Identification of transitional stiffness was accomplished by using eleven different substrates with moduli that ranged from 0.15 kPa-150 kPa [14]. The transitional modulus was found to be 2.5 kPa-7 kPa [14]. Anseth and colleagues also demonstrated that the activated VIC phenotype is reversible [19, 20]. Specifically, myofibroblasts were cultured for three days on photodegradable hydrogels then irradiated to reduce the modulus from 32 kPa to 7 kPa. Within two days after modulus reduction, myofibroblasts reverted to quiescent VICs without significant changes in cell viability [19, 20]. Additionally, myofibroblasts that have reverted to the fibroblast state maintained the potential to activate the expression of myofibroblast genes in response to TGF-β1 and to proliferate in response to growth.
stimuli, indicating a reversible fibroblast state [20]. These data indicate that myofibroblasts can be de-differentiated without inducing apoptosis which has implications for the development of treatments of CAVD and fibrotic diseases; however, a better understanding of the precise magnitude of stiffness and/or cell tension reduction required for phenotypic regulation is needed, especially in a more biomimetic three-dimensional culture environment.

2.2 Regulation of Tension in 3D Culture Environments

2.2.1 Background of Mechanobiology in 3D

In the 1980s, soft wrinkling culture surfaces [21], tunable stiffness substrates [22], and dynamic stretching devices [23] were developed which allow systematic study of how cells apply traction to their surroundings and how external loads affect cell behavior [24]. However, the importance of tension on cell behavior was actually highlighted in 3D matrix culture much earlier. Cell behavior has been studied in 3D matrices of clotted plasma and lymph since the early 1900s (see review by Grinnell and Petroll [25]), and over 50 years ago Weiss [26] demonstrated that cells locally reorganize fibers in a fibrin gel clot model between cell explants indicating long-range effects of traction forces. In the early 1970s, Elsdale and Bard [27] cultured cells on and in reconstituted collagen gels and found that they retain in vivo-like bipolar spindle morphology indicating lines of tension, and Bell [28] systematically studied the effect of free-floating and rigidly anchored boundaries on the structure of collagen gels compacted by fibroblasts of different proliferative potential. In the next decade, Stopak and Harris [29] found that fibroblast traction in 3D collagen matrices is sufficient to form patterns of tension,
compression, and fiber alignment with similarities to wrinkling caused by cell traction on thin polymer membranes [21].

These biopolymer culture models provide a tissue-like spatial arrangement missing in 2D culture, and reveal many differences in cell behavior on flat surfaces and within a fibrous matrix. Most notably, cell morphology is markedly different in gels than on 2D surfaces [30-32]. Cell growth [27], motility [31, 33], differentiation [34], tumorigenicity [35], and response to soluble factors are also altered when cells are extracted from 3D tissues and cultured on 2D substrates [36]. Reasons for discrepancies in cell behavior between 2D and 3D environments are an active topic of debate in the literature [37]. “Dimensionality” itself is not an independent stimulus, rather a complex set of factors that must be decoupled to better understand the critical determinants of cell behavior (see reviews [38] and [39]). Cell-generated tension in 3D matrices, the focus of the present review, is affected by many factors including cell morphology, adhesion, soluble factors, and the resistance of the cells surroundings to deformation (effective stiffness), all of which differ between 2D and 3D systems. Cell morphological states and migration are restricted by the fibrous meshwork such that cells spread and align along fibers and cells need to squeeze through (ameboid-like) or enzymatically degrade the proteins if the fiber mesh is dense and/or cross-linked [25]. Further, specialized cell–matrix adhesions [40] are formed in 3D systems with more symmetric adhesions over the surface of the cell which alters the concentration of ligands available for binding [41]. Diffusion of nutrients and growth factors is also limited in 3D gels in a protein density-dependent manner, and the matrix can act as a repository of factors which can be enzymatically released by the cell in a tension-dependent manner [42].
Combinations of ECM components and biological hydrogels (e.g., collagen and fibrin [43], collagen and agarose [44], etc.) are utilized as 3D models of varied complexity to mimic specific tissues and to facilitate particular cell-matrix interactions; however, single protein matrices of collagen or fibrin remain the most widely utilized model systems for the study of mechanobiology in 3D (as reviewed by Pedersen and Swartz [38]). Type I collagen is the most abundant protein found in interstitial tissue and is widely used in tissue engineering applications. Collagen monomers can be obtained as small aggregates by acidic digestion of connective tissues (e.g., rat tail tendon, bovine cartilage, and skin) and by pepsin extraction [30]. Collagen monomers form in vitro by self-assembly when the pH is brought to physiologic level, a process accelerated with increasing temperature (generally 4-37°C). Although the reconstituted collagen gel has much weaker mechanical properties than collagen structures in native tissues, it has proved useful both for fundamental cell-matrix studies and for clinically available engineered tissues (e.g., Apligraf®, Organogenesis Inc.). Fibrin is the major component of the provisional matrix during wound healing and is a widely utilized model matrix as reviewed by Janmey et al. [45]. Fibrin matrices are formed by polymerization of fibrinogen (obtained from blood) with thrombin in the presence of calcium. Fibrin matrices actively bind growth factors, heparin, and different integrin types making them suitable tools for researching fibroplasia [46], stem cell differentiation [47], tumor angiogenesis, and tissue engineering [48, 49]. The cell tension within these compliant gels can be modulated locally by modifying the intrinsic properties and globally by modifying the boundary conditions, as reviewed in the following sections.

### 2.2.2 Free-floating, Rigidly Anchored and Released Gels

Most commonly, cell-populated gels are either anchored to a rigid culture surface or cultured freely floating in the media following polymerization. When cells are cultured...
at sufficiently high density (typically 0.1 – 3 million cells/ml) within protein gels for extended culture duration (hours), they act collectively and the forces they generate are transmitted through the matrix to other cells and to the boundaries of the tissue [28, 50, 51]. As the population of cells compact the matrix globally, how the edges of the tissue are constrained (or released from constraint) determines the overall resistance of matrix deformation i.e., effective stiffness. This resistance regulates the traction forces that the cells are able to generate and sustain within the matrix.

The resulting cell morphology, migration, contractility and protein secretion are markedly different under “free” (floating) and “fixed” (rigidly anchored) boundary conditions, despite identical initial protein and cell density [52]. The matrix can also be released from a rigid boundary which leads to a decrease in tension within gel and further changes in cell behavior (Figure 2.4). The tension that populations of cells generate against stiff boundaries are many fold greater than against soft boundaries [36, 53], and tension in free gels, although not directly measurable, is likely to be negligible in the center of a floating gel compared to an anchored gel. For this reason, anchored matrices are termed “mechanically loaded,” “high tension,” or “stressed” gels, and free floating matrices are termed “unloaded,” “low tension,” or “unstressed” gels. Differences in the ability of the cells to generate tension against these boundary conditions also lead to substantial variations in the resulting microstructure of the gels which may affect cell behavior.

Differences between the volume of floating and anchored gels [54, 55] result in dramatic variances in the ECM density, pore size, diffusional coefficients and distances between cells [56-58] (although actual gel volume and structural parameters are seldom measured experimentally). The behavioral differences under the different boundary conditions have also been attributed to the relatively high intrinsic stiffness of anchored gels compared to floating gels due to greater anisotropic compaction [54, 59]. Further, the
organization of the fibers is quite different between these two cases due to the altered direction of compaction [36]. These confounding factors hinder efforts to decouple the effects of tension from the architecture and properties of protein gels and have led to extensive development of synthetic polymer systems for studying mechanobiology in 3D [44, 60]. Regardless of these limitations, cell behavior and fate in free floating, rigidly anchored, and released collagen gels have been studied extensively and have added greatly to our understanding of cell mechanics and motility (as reviewed by Grinnell and Petroll [25]).
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Figure 2.4 Fibroblasts in free floating gels resemble the quiescent cells. Fibroblasts in free floating gels resemble the quiescent cells in interstitial tissues, while cells in anchored gels are activated and differentiate into myofibroblasts (in the presence of TGF-β) as observed in active wound healing. Releasing anchored gels simulate the accelerated completion of wound healing.

In freely floating gels (zero radial force at outer boundary), cells contract the 3D gels by two mechanisms: initial cell elongation and spreading and cell traction forces due to cell locomotion [61]. Cells are in round shape when they are first trypsinized and re-suspended in gel solution. Within hours they elongate and branch and apply traction forces to the surrounding material. Following elongation and spreading, they apply traction to the matrix while they migrate. In free gels, fibroblasts have a dendritic morphology similar to those in native interstitial tissues rather than the pancake-like shape observed in 2D monolayers [52, 62, 63] and they do not express stress fibers [64-]
or require fibronectin for stress generation or compaction [62, 67, 68]. Instead, the
cells generate force by α- and α-actinin constituting the cortical cytoskeleton [31, 69].
Since there is low resistance to collagen translocation, cells are not able to generate
significant tension and thus are not exposed to tension generated by other cells. Due to
the low tension in the center of the gel (generally the area analyzed), fibroblasts do not
differentiate into to myofibroblasts, a highly contractile and synthetic phenotype, and
they do not express organized α-SMA rich stress fiber structures, even in the presence of
transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) [65, 67]. At the edges of free-floating fibroblast-
populated collagen gels, the cells and collagen are aligned circumferentially suggesting
anisotropic stresses in these areas and a portion of the cells are α-SMA+ indicating
heightened tension, as predicted by analytical analyses [70, 71].

Inside anchored matrices (zero radial displacement at the outer boundary), cells initially
appear similar to cells in free floating matrices and migratory forces dominate contractile
forces for short culture duration [72]. With cooperative cell remodeling of the matrix over
many hours, the cells become extended and stellate or bipolar [51, 65], and the tension in
the gel rises rapidly over 24 hours followed by an equilibrium “homeostatic” tension
generated [73]. Under these conditions, cells can generate sufficient tension against the
fixed boundary to differentiate into phenotypes observed on stiff substrates; however, the
means by which they achieve the high tension differ in 2D and 3D systems. In soft
protein gels, as in wound granulation tissue [74], the cells generate tension between each
other via the matrix which must be restrained at the boundaries. On 2D substrates, single
cells can generate high levels of tension against the stiff material, as occurs in stiff
fibrotic tissues. In both systems, fibroblasts initially form α-SMA negative stress fibers,
generate contractile forces via Rho kinase (contractile remodeling), and have a stellate-
like morphology; these cells are termed proto-myofibroblasts by Tomasek et al. [64]. In
the presence of TGF-β, proto-fibroblasts become differentiated myofibroblasts as defined by expression of α-SMA+ stress fibers and by generation of increased contractile forces [51, 54, 64, 75]. The actions of growth factors such as TGF-β are strongly regulated by the tension that the cell can generate within the ECM. For example, in the low tension environment of floating matrices, TGF-β stimulates fibroblast contraction directly as an agonist; in anchored matrices TGF-β stimulates differentiation into the myofibroblast phenotype and increases generation of residual stress in the matrix [76].

To decrease the tension in cell-populated gels, an anchored gel may be released after compacting for a period of time (generally 3-5 days) (Figure 2.4) [77]. This experimental condition, often termed stress relaxation but more aptly called release, is thought to represent an accelerated transition between granulation tissue and late-stage wound healing where the cells are shielded from extrinsic stress [67, 74, 78]. Following release from rigid constraints, the tissue rapidly contracts (retracts) due to a combination of passive residual stress [79] and active cell contraction involving a stress-fiber dependent smooth muscle-like mechanism [77] (Figure 2.5). The rate and magnitude of retraction are often utilized as metrics of the cells ability to generate contractile force [80]; however, these metrics should be interpreted cautiously as the immediate retraction is due to residual stress stored in the matrix, not active muscle-like contraction. Further, the ensuing change in shape depends both on the stress that the cells can actively generate and on the compressive stiffness of the matrix against which they contract, thus even if the cells are able to generate substantial force, little retraction will be observed if the matrix is very stiff due to extensive remodeling. Methods for measuring tension (described in Section 5) are more reliable means of determining the contractile ability of the cell population. Upon retraction, the cell morphology changes profoundly, cell proliferation and collagen synthesis decrease [81], cells switch from an active remodeling
to a quiescent phenotype [81], and myofibroblasts de-differentiate and/or apoptose [82, 83]. The magnitude and rate of the drop of tension required for phenotypic switching and other biological sequel following release are not currently known as experimental systems have not been developed for this purpose.

Figure 2.5 (a) Photographs of a fibroblast-populated fibrin gel floating within a 24 mm diameter culture well 40 seconds and seven minutes post release showing the decrease in area from the constrained size (indicated by dotted circle) due to retraction. (b) Total retraction in the tissue, \([1-(A/A_0)]\times100\%\), where \(A\) and \(A_0\) are final and initial areas of the gel, increases roughly exponentially with time to an equilibrium value with a time constant of approximately eight minutes. To determine the active cell component \((R_A)\) of the observed total retraction \((R_T)\), the immediate passive retraction \((R_0)\) can be subtracted from \(R_T\). (c) Growth factors differentially affect active cell retraction. From [84] (a & b) and [79] (c).

In the majority of studies utilizing collagen and fibrin gels, a circular well is utilized with uniform radial boundary conditions. Mixed boundary conditions (alternating free and anchored regions) and different shapes (square, rectangular, annular, cruciform, tubular, etc.) allow researchers to alter the patterns of tension in the samples as the cells compact protein matrices and to correlate the stress field with cell behaviors such as matrix deposition. The cells and collagen fibers in rectangular and annular gels become highly aligned parallel to the free surfaces, indicating the lines of tension [85]. In cruciform gels, de novo collagen fibrils in cell-laden fibrin gels align parallel to the free edges in the direction of highest tension [86], and the degree of alignment can be controlled by the relative width of the arms [87]. When cells are embedded in fibrin gels in a cross-shaped
mold with different arm widths, collagen production is higher in narrower arms where the stress is higher (as computed by multi-scale models [86]).

Nested collagen matrices are another innovative means for investigating cell-matrix interactions with mixed boundary conditions [88, 89] (Figure 2.6a). In this system, a dermal equivalent, obtained by the compaction of a free-floating collagen gel by fibroblasts, is embedded in an acellular collagen gel. Cells migrate into the outer acellular matrix and collagen is pulled by the cells towards dense dermal equivalent. In free floating nested gels, the collagen flow from the outer region to the cell-populated inner region is more pronounced than for attached nested gels, while cell migration is lower (Figure 2.6 b & c). These results highlight the fact that cell migration and collagen translocation in a collagen gel depend on the overall resistance of the matrix to traction forces applied by cells [89], i.e., the effective stiffness. Similar cell-matrix interactions are observed when the resistance of the matrix near a cell in a collagen gel is altered by applying compressive local strain. When collagen fibers are pushed towards the front of a cell, the tension the cell can generate decreases and the cell temporarily shortens, then the cell extends again by reprotrusion and pulls the collagen fibrils inward to reestablish a homeostatic tension level [25].
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Comparison of the cell-matrix interactions in floating and anchored nested gels illustrates that proximity to the lower boundary, not just lateral boundaries, also affects the ability of cells to generate tension within a protein gel. Feng et al. [90] recently reported on a microfluidic system created to investigate the effects of gel thickness and fiber alignment in thin stacked gels. The authors found that cell morphology and motility of cells in 3D gels were affected by both fiber alignment and substrate thickness and attributed the changes to an increase in effective stiffness of the thin gels relative to the thick gels. By culturing cells on the surface of anchored gels of varied thickness, we have also observed a progressive increase in cell spreading with proximity to the stiff underlying boundary. Enhanced spreading is observed even when the boundary is over 100 microns from the cell, indicating long-range tethering of the fibers which limits collagen translocation and facilitates the generation of cell traction [91].
2.2.3 Refined Control and Measurement of Tension: Adjustable Boundary Conditions

As discussed in the previous section, free-floating and rigidly anchored boundary conditions result in very different states of tension within cell-populated collagen and fibrin gels which strongly affect cell behavior. The rate and extent of gel initial compaction and retraction upon release [79, 81] provide relative measures of cell activity in these systems, yet these are indirect measures of motility and contractility. For refined mechanobiological investigations, methods for quantitatively measuring and controlling tension within cell-populated collagen and fibrin gels have been developed as described below.

To measure forces generated by cells in cell-populated collagen gels, Lapiere and colleagues [92] and Kolodney and Wyssolmerski [93] developed culture force monitors (CFMs) in the early 90’s. A CFM consists of a cell-populated collagen gel suspended in media between a highly sensitive isometric force transducer and a rigidly fixed anchor (Figure 2.7). The cell-generated tension is propagated hundreds of microns through the fibrous matrix between cells and to the attached boundaries [69] and can be measured externally if the cell density is sufficiently high and if the matrix is compliant enough to avoid stress shielding [51]. Initially, when cells are resuspended in the gels, the force generated increases rapidly due to traction applied to collagen fibrils by cells during migration [94, 95]. After approximately 24 hours, the tension reaches a plateau as the compaction phase ends and the remodeling phase commences. In the remodeling phase, the cells crosslink the collagen in the new compacted arrangement and lock in residual stresses [96]. To further investigate the effects of the boundaries on the cell tension, Brown, Eastwood and colleagues [51] modified the CFM such that one side could be actuated, and they found that cells quickly respond to extension and retraction of the rigid
boundary to maintain a level of tensional homeostasis [51]. The particular homeostatic tension level developed by a population of cells is dependent upon soluble and mechanical factors such as growth factors, initial protein concentration, and boundary conditions [36, 53, 97]. To determine the contractile potential of the cells, the cells can be stimulated by depolarization (e.g., with potassium chloride) or by vasoactive agents (lysophosphatidic acid, thrombin, etc.). The basal tension can be eliminated by agents which disrupt the cytoskeleton (e.g., Cytochalasin-D) to determine the residual stress that is built up in the matrix a result of remodeling [36, 53].

![Figure 2.7 Culture force monitors with (a) low aspect ratio and (b) high aspect ratio. Modified from [93] (a) and [92] (b).](image)

Whether comparing cell types, the effects of soluble factors, or cell-matrix interactions, the most important metric from culture force measurements is the force generated per cell. The force per cell is generally calculated by dividing the total measured tension by the number of cells in the gel [92, 94]. Using this calculation, dermal and cardiac fibroblasts generate 0.1-10 mN per million cells (i.e., 0.1-10 nN per cell) in both uniaxial [92, 94] and biaxial [36, 98] systems. Although straightforward, this calculation assumes that all cells act in parallel, which is clearly an oversimplification (see schematic, Figure 2.8a). On the other extreme, if we assume that all of the cells act in series, the total force measured would be equal to the force generated by a single cell, which is clearly an overestimate (Figure 2.8b). Since the cells are distributed approximately uniformly throughout a cell-populated collagen gel, cells act in parallel with some cells and in series
with others. In practice, systems which utilize a high aspect ratio (Figure 2.7b) [92] yield a lower force per cell than those using a low aspect ratio (Figure 2.7a) [93] for the same cell density and contractile activity and produce different levels of cell and matrix alignment [72]. As an improvement to simple parallel and series models, Kolodney and Wyssolmerski [93] divide the measured uniaxial force by the cell cross-sectional area measured from histological cross-sections to calculate cell stress (they term tension). Alternatively, calculating the stress in the tissue can be used to normalize the total force to the cross-sectional area of both cells and gel. This method is appropriate for comparing the cell contractility of cells within gels with similar cell density; however, if the cell density is markedly different, changes in cell activity may be misinterpreted. For example, as shown schematically in Figure 2.8c, for two tissues with identical cross-sectional area and measured force, if one tissue has twice the force per cell but only half of the cell density, the calculated stresses would be identical; thus the stress measure would mask the difference in individual cell contractile force. As a relatively straightforward solution that does not require histological analysis, a representative volume element (RVE) containing one cell and the surrounding volume of ECM (equal to the total volume divided by the total cell number) (Figure 2.8d) can be used where total force measured is equal to the sum of forces for all RVEs in a perpendicular cross-section. Assuming all cells are aligned in the direction of the measured force, the force per cell, $F_C$, is simply equal to the total force, $F_T$, divided by the number of RVEs in parallel ($n_E$). Using this method for a biaxial configuration (where the total force is divided by two to account for random cell orientation [36]), dermal fibroblasts generate 17 to 100 nN per cell for low and high stiffness boundary conditions, respectively, after three days of culture in standard media.
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Figure 2.8 Schematic representing idealized arrangements of cells in a collagen gels in (a) parallel and (b) series formations for the purpose of estimating the force per cell, FC, from total measured force, FT, from the total number of cells, nC, assuming uniaxial strain (c) Hypothetical volume elements with identical cross-sectional area the upper element has twice the cell density of the lower element but each cell generates half of the force; in the case of equal cross-sectional area, A, the calculated stress would be the same for both elements. This calculation would not reflect the higher contractile activity of the cells in the lower relative to the upper element demonstrating the flaw of tissue stress calculations for the estimation of cell contractility. (d) Micrograph of a uniaxially constrained cell-populated fibrin gel showing a representative volume element (RVE) containing one cell within its associated volume which is equal to the tissue volume in the central region divided by the cell number in the central region. n_E = number of RVEs in parallel in a given cross section. Note that FC is lowest in (a), highest in (b), and in between in (d).

Another approach to study the effects of tension on cell behavior is to apply a force boundary condition which is resisted by cell-generated forces [98]. This method has the benefit of being able to prescribe the total force generated by the population of cells, including anisotropic loading (different weights on each axis); however, there is a very limited range of weights that can be applied. If the load is too low, the cells will compact the gel similar to a free gel, and if too high for the cells to generate an equal and opposite force, the cell-populated gel will stretch out until the anchors hit the rigid stops [98]. Costa and colleagues [99] utilized this method to study the effect of altering the axis of tension and found, for the first time, that cell realignment precedes collagen fiber
realignement indicating that a change in global loading can overcome local contact guidance.

The tension within a cell-populated protein matrix may be modulated more subtly by anchoring the boundaries with compliant beams which are able to bend with cell-generated forces. This method also provides the ability to monitor the tension by measuring beam deflection which is proportional to applied force. Flexible beams were first used to measure the force generated by fibroblasts seeded in collagen-glycosaminoglycan sponges [100], and Freyman et al. report force per cell values of ~1 nN regardless of overall stiffness of the system (intrinsic matrix stiffness plus beam stiffness). We developed an analogous system utilizing thin stainless steel wires as compliant anchors to modulate the boundary stiffness of suspended collagen gels in a biaxial configuration [36]. In this system, the resistance to deformation can be tuned from negligible stiffness (free-floating) to infinite stiffness (rigidly anchored) boundary conditions (Figure 2.9) [36]. In contrast to the aforementioned study in collagen-GAG sponges [101], we found that increased boundary stiffness (0.048 to 0.64 mN/mm) elicits enhanced basal tension and potassium-stimulated active contractile force from fibroblasts. Remodeling of the collagen matrix also increases the intrinsic matrix stiffness as a function of boundary stiffness indicating stiffness-dependent phenotypic regulation of the cells which is synergistically enhanced by growth factors (e.g., TGF-β1). An analogous compliant-boundary system has been developed utilizing cantilevered silicone posts for the development and characterization of uniaxial millimeter-scale engineered cardiac tissues. Cell-populated fibrin [102] and collagen gels [103] are suspended between 3-3.5 mm high PDMS posts, and the beating force generated by neonatal rat cardiomyocytes has been measured by dynamically tracking the post deflections.
Utilizing the same principle of controlled-stiffness boundaries but on a smaller scale, Chen and colleagues [53] developed an array of silicon elastomer-based microwells (≤ 1 mm in length) containing PDMS cantilevers (termed micro-tissue gauges, µTUGs) to culture cell-populated collagen gels between compliant anchors in a more high-throughput manner (Figure 2.10). The small size of the samples offers the advantage of low material costs, reduced diffusion limitations, and ability to utilize powerful optical microscopy methods. Using the µTUG system, NIH 3T3 fibroblasts and rat cardiomyocytes have been shown to generate greater force per cell against stiff anchors than soft anchors [53, 97]. Higher initial collagen density (which increases intrinsic stiffness) results in higher total force but lower tissue stress due to decreased compaction [53, 97]. The same system has also been used to measure changes in tension as a response to chemical [104], electrical [97], and optical [105] stimuli in airway smooth muscle cell-, cardiomyocyte-, and myoblast-populated collagen gels, respectively. The intrinsic stiffness of the micro-tissues can be measured by attaching magnetic beads to one of the cantilevers in each well and pulling the tissues by magnetic force [106]. Combining this technique with treatments to eliminate cell contraction, the authors determined that the tissue stiffness is not affected significantly by the active cell tension. They also note that residual tension remains in the tissue following cell deactivation, indicating substantial collagen remodeling during the culture period [106].
While uTUGs and other spring-anchored gels systems provide to ability to measure and regulated tension in 3D, VIC stiffness dependence has not been studied in these system, and there has been no systematic study of any cell type with multiple (>2) stiffness levels and multiple growth factor concentration levels. Further, although there is some evidence in 2D systems that the VIC phenotype may be modulated by reducing 2D culture surface modulus, there has been no dynamic modulation of the stiffness of the posts to alter stiffness in 3D. Our studies to fill these gaps in the literature will be described in the next 2 chapters.
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CHAPTER 3: Mechanoregulation of VIC Phenotype in 3D

Excerpted from published journal article with permission (Appendix-I):

3.1 Introduction

Advanced scaffolds for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine have the potential to be remodeled by cells and thus be adapted to the patient’s local chemomechanical environment. However, complex interactions between soluble factors, the biological properties of the biomaterial (such as polymer/protein type and ligand density), and the mechanical properties of biomaterial [1, 2] govern the cells’ ability to degrade the biomaterial, synthesize extracellular matrix (ECM), and generate forces. Approaches aimed at increasing the rate of growth in tissue engineered structures often result in unstable and uncontrolled fibrocontractive remodeling involving excessive contraction of the resident cells [3], build-up of residual stress [4], and ECM synthesis (i.e., scarring) [5] rather than regeneration of normal tissue. To achieve the desired tissue regeneration, there is a need to understand how biochemical and mechanical signals interact in the regulation of cell-generated forces and ECM remodeling.

Neo-tissue bulking [6-9] and retraction [10, 11] resulting from fibrocontractive remodeling are especially detrimental in the development of tissue engineered heart valves (TEHV), since even a slight shortening or thickening of the leaflets can lead to regurgitation (back flow) [3, 10, 11]. Leaflet thickening, excessive active cell contraction, and passive residual tension in the tissue [4, 10, 11] have been attributed to large numbers of myofibroblasts in TEHV leaflets since they are a highly contractile and synthetic phenotype. Excessive activation of myofibroblasts and an increase in ECM stiffness are also associated with fibrosis and calcification of native heart valves [12]. Myofibroblast activation is triggered when TEHVs are mechanically conditioned in bioreactors and/or treated with growth factors to accelerate the development of de novo tissue [13].
Activation is also observed in native heart valves as a result of abrupt changes in pressure loading [14].

Mechanical tension and transforming growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1) are the two main regulators of myofibroblast activation [5, 15, 16]. Culture conditions involving externally applied stress or high substrate elastic modulus lead to formation of stress fibers in the cytoplasm which in turn generate intracellular tension [15-17]. Under high intracellular tension, TGF-β1 stimulates recruitment of α-SMA in the stress fibers [18], the defining hallmark for the myofibroblast phenotype, which contributes to further increased intracellular tension [19]. Few studies explicitly quantify the forces involved in myofibroblast activation, however it has been shown that cell-generated tension and expression of α-SMA in stress fibers are positively correlated to substrate modulus [20, 21] over certain modulus thresholds [17, 22, 23] and below saturation limits at high modulus levels [17]. TGF-β1 also increases fibroblast traction forces in a dose-dependent manner if the substrate is sufficiently stiff [21]. Analogous to two-dimensional (2D) substrate modulus, the ability of three-dimensional (3D) scaffolds to resist deformation due to cell-generated tension also strongly regulates myofibroblast activation. Most strikingly, TGF-β1 induces α-SMA expression in cells in anchored collagen gels but not in floating gels [24, 25]. TGF-β1 acts as an agonist which increases the rate of compaction of free-floating gels (to smaller diameter) [26-28] and anchored gels (to lower thickness) [29] in a dose-dependent manner. Further, when cells are pre-treated with TGF-β1 prior to seeding into collagen gels, they compact the floating gels to a higher extent, which indicates an increased ability to generate traction [28]. Similarly, TGF-β1 treatment of VICs [30] and fibroblasts [28] for several days results in higher rate and extent of gel retraction upon release of anchored gels.
While high tension resulting from myofibroblast activation is undesired in tissue
ing engineering, TGF-β1 and mechanical stimulation are potent stimulants of ECM
production and are widely used in tissue engineering to augment growth [31-33]. For
example, collagen production by neonatal smooth muscle cells increases 4 fold with 1
ng/mL TGF-β1 treatment [34]. ECM protein expression increases when cells are
cyclically stretched [35-37] and decreases when contraction is inhibited in fibroblasts
[38]. These findings demonstrate that both growth factors and tension modulate ECM
production, but how growth factor stimulation of ECM production is regulated by tension
in 3D remains understudied. It is possible that optimal combinations of these two factors
- tension and growth factors - may be utilized to induce the formation of robust tissue
without excessive active contraction or residual matrix stress.

The most direct and functional measure of a cell’s contractile state is the force it
generates against the substrate or scaffold. However, in the majority of collagen gel
assays the cell forces have not been directly measured, thus quantitative relationship
between tension and myofibroblast differentiation have not been determined in 3D gels.
Whereas measurement of the traction exerted by single cells against compliant 2D
substrates utilizing traction force microscopy (TFM) is now commonplace, measuring
single-cell traction force in 3D scaffolds remains challenging [39]. Alternatively, culture
force monitors and compliant-anchored systems have been developed to directly measure
cell-generated forces of populations of cells within biopolymer gels [40, 41]. Compliant-
anchored systems have the additional benefit of allowing one to modulate the cell-
generated tension by altering the resistance to cell-generated forces. Using these systems,
we and others [42-44] have shown that increasing boundary stiffness leads to an increase
in the cell contractile force and an increased sensitivity of fibroblasts to TGF-β1 [42]. In
these investigations, a very limited number of stiffness levels and soluble factor
concentrations have been studied (generally “low” and “high”). Establishment of quantitative relationships between cell behavior and specific biochemical and mechanical stimuli requires each factor to be tested at multiple levels in combination.

The goal of the present study is to quantitatively characterize the combined effects of boundary stiffness and TGF-β1 on VIC-generated forces within a 3D matrix. To this end, we cultured VICs in fibrin gels under graded levels of boundary stiffness with multiple concentrations of TGF-β1 in a micro-scale compliant-anchored system and measured cell-generated isometric force, stimulated contraction and residual matrix tension. We also investigated the combined effects of boundary stiffness and growth factors on the cells’ ability to accumulate collagen. The findings of this study provide fundamental relationships between mechanical and chemical stimuli which will guide future research focused on determining optimum tension and growth factor conditions for controlled tissue remodeling in TEHVs.

3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Isolation of valvular interstitial cells

Pig hearts were obtained from a local slaughter house. Aortic VICs were isolated according to a reported protocol [45] within two hours of death. Briefly, aortic valve leaflets were removed from the aortic root, and washed with cold sterile Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (DPBS, Cellgro, Manassas, VA). Leaflets were submerged in cold collagenase solution made up of 600 U/mL solution of Type II collagenase (Worthington Biochemical, Lakewood, NJ) in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, Life Technologies, Grand Island, New York) with 1% penicillin/ streptomycin/ampotericin B (PSA, Life Technologies, Grand Island, New York) and 10% fetal bovine
serum (FBS, Life Technologies, Grand Island, New York). Valvular endothelial cells were removed by rubbing the leaflet surfaces using sterile cotton swabs, and the valve leaflets were washed with cold collagenase solution once more and incubated in collagenase solution at 37°C overnight. After enzymatic digestion of the leaflets, cells were plated on tissue culture flasks in DMEM with 1% PSA and 10% FBS. VICs at passage 5-8 were used for all experiments.

3.2.2 Micro-tissue gauges
To modulate and measure the forces applied by cells in a 3D environment, sub-millimeter-sized VIC-populated fibrin gels were cultured suspended between flexible posts. To create the posts and micro-culture wells, the micro-tissue gauge (µTUG) system was used as described by Legant et al. [46] (molds generously provided by Prof. Chris Chen, University of Pennsylvania). This system is composed of an array of micro-wells (dimensions of each well: 800 µm x 400µm x 250µm) containing two flexible cantilevered posts made of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS, Dow Corning, Midland, MI) (Figure 3.1). Cells were suspended in a biopolymer gel solution within the micro-wells. As cells compacted the gel, 3D constructs were formed between the flexible posts (Figure 3.1C), and the total force applied by the cells was calculated using post deflections and beam bending equations (Appendix-II). Force-per-cell values were calculated by dividing the force exerted on one post by the average number of representative volume elements (RVEs) spanning a cross-sectional area in the middle of micro-tissues [47]. An RVE contains one cell and surrounding volume of ECM (see Appendix-II for detailed description of RVEs). The cell number was determined by counting the nuclei in the
central region which are stained with Hoechst (Figure 1D).
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Figure 3. 1 Micro-tissue gauge (µTUG) well shown A) from the side without cells and gel, B) from the top filled with a cell-populated gel at t=1 hours and C & D) at t=72 hours. In (D) the nuclei are stained by Hoechst to facilitate cell counting utilizing fluorescent microscopy. All panels imaged at 20X.

To obtain different boundary stiffness values, the PDMS post elastic modulus was modulated by the monomer-to-curing agent ratios and heat treatments (Appendix-III, Table S1). PDMS moduli were measured by uniaxial tensile testing (EP1000, Instron, Norwood, MA).

3.2.3 Fabrication of VIC-seeded fibrin gel micro-tissues

Empty µTUG wells were treated with 1% Pluronic F-127 (Invitrogen, Eugene, Oregon) for 8 minutes to create a hydrophobic surface and prevent cell attachment to the PDMS. VICs (300,000 cells/mL final concentration) were re-suspended in a fibrin gel solution consisting of fibrinogen from bovine plasma (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, 3.25 mg/mL final concentration) and 1 U/mL thrombin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), and this suspension was centrifuged into the µTUGs. After centrifugation, excess gel solution was aspirated and the micro-tissues were incubated at 37°C for 1 hour to allow for polymerization of the fibrinogen. Following the polymerization period, chemically defined media with different growth factor concentrations were added into µTUG dishes. A defined medium
previously reported by our group [48] was selected over serum-containing media to avoid masking the effects of exogenous growth factors while allowing robust cell contraction and matrix production. The defined medium consists of a 3:1 ratio of DMEM (high glucose; 4.5 g/L) and Ham’s F12 with the addition of 5 µg/ml insulin, 5 ng/ml selenious acid, 10^{-4} M ethanolamine, 250 µg/ml L-ascorbic acid phosphate magnesium salt n-hydrate, 2x10^{-10} M L-3,3’,5-triiodothyronine, 4x10^{-3} M of Glutamax™ (Life Technologies, Grand Island, New York), and 1% penicillin/ streptomycin/ amphotericin B. To prevent premature fibrin degradation, 20 µg/mL Aprotinin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was added to the media. The lowest PDMS stiffness utilized was 600 kPa since softer posts collapse, and the highest stiffness value was kept under 5000 kPa to allow visually detectable deflection of the posts. TGF-β1 concentrations were chosen between zero and 5 ng/mL, a concentration range reported in tissue engineering applications [31, 33, 49]. Epidermal growth factor (EGF, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) supplementation was utilized as an alternative supplement to stimulate matrix production without myofibroblast activation [26, 50, 51]. We previously demonstrated that the concentration of EGF chosen for this study (5 ng/mL) stimulates maximal ECM production from dermal fibroblasts [50, 51].

3.2.4 VIC-generated force measurements

VIC-populated gels were cultured under four different post stiffness levels (0.15, 0.33, 0.56 and 1.05 nN/nm) and with four different TGF-β1 concentrations (zero, 0.05, 0.5 and 5 ng/mL). Homeostatic tissue tension was measured every 24 hours for seven days by monitoring the post deflections as previously described [46]. In a separate set of experiments, micro-tissues were cultured with two levels of post stiffness (0.15 and 1.05 nN/nm) and two levels of TGF-β1 (zero and 5 ng/mL) for four days. On day 4, micro-tissues were stimulated with 90 mM potassium chloride (KCl) for 10 minutes to measure
the maximal cell contraction. KCl depolarizes the cell membrane and activates
contraction in muscle or muscle-like cells [52, 53]. Following the stimulated contraction
measurements, the micro-tissues were treated with 6 mM Cytochalasin-D (Cyto-D) for
two hours to inhibit F-actin polymerization and eliminate active cell tension to determine
the residual matrix tension. The residual tension is a functional metric for cell-mediated
matrix remodeling [54, 55]. In the present study we defined stimulated contraction as the
increase in force-per-cell above the homeostatic tension in response to KCl \( (F_{STIMULATED}) \).
The passive and active components of homeostatic tissue tension were defined as active-
isometric cell force \( (F_{CELL}) \) and residual tension. Active-isometric cell force is equal to
the difference between the homeostatic tissue tension at a certain remodeling time
\( (F_{STATIC}) \) and residual tension \( (F_{RESIDUAL}) \); i.e., \( F_{CELL} = F_{STATIC} - F_{RESIDUAL} \).

In an additional set of experiments aimed at comparing the effects of TGF-β1 and EGF
on cell-generated forces and collagen synthesis, micro-tissues were cultured with either
soft \( (k = 0.15 \text{nN/nm}) \) or stiff \( (k = 1.05 \text{nN/nm}) \) posts. TGF-β1+ groups were
supplemented with 5 ng/mL TGF-β1, and EGF+ groups were supplemented with 5
ng/mL EGF. Homeostatic tissue tension was measured on day 4.

3.2.5. Inhibition of contraction by Blebbistatin

In one set of experiments, cell-generated forces were inhibited by adding 5 µM
Blebbistatin (Myosin II inhibitor, Sigma, St Louis, MO) to the culture media on the
second day of culture. Micro-tissues were then cultured with either 0 or 5 ng/mL TGF-β1
and either 0 or 5 µM Blebbistatin for five days. De novo collagen accumulation was
assessed as described below.
3.2.6 Immunofluorescent staining

Micro-tissues were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 minutes and permeabilized with 0.25% Triton X-100 (Sigma) for 20 minutes. To visualize α-SMA or collagen, tissues were blocked with 1.5% normal goat serum in PBS for 30 min, and incubated with primary anti-α-SMA (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) or anti-collagen (Abcam, Cambridge, MA) antibody, respectively, for one hour. Fluorescently labeled secondary antibody (Alexa-546, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) was then applied and imaged with Leica SP5 point scanning confocal/DMI6000 inverted microscope. In a subset of experiments, the *de novo* collagen accumulation was semi-quantitatively measured by using fluorophore intensity in confocal images (Figure 3.6A). The mean intensity of the collagen stain in region of interest (ROI) with equal area in the central part of each micro-tissue was calculated using the Leica Application Suit software. The mean intensity was divided by the total number of cells in the ROI to calculate collagen intensity per cell. F-actin was labeled by Phalloidin (Alexa-488, Life Technologies, Grand Island, New York).

3.2.7 Statistical analysis

All values are reported as mean ± standard deviation. Statistical comparisons were made using two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with $p < 0.05$ considered significant. When a significant difference was found, experimental groups were compared with Tukey's HSD (Honestly Significant Difference) post-hoc test (Sigmaplot 11.0, Systat Software).

The entire force data set from the 16-group stiffness/TGF-β1 experiment was fit with a 2-factor interaction model to quantitatively describe the effects of stiffness and TGF-β1 concentration (and their interactions) on the force generated per cell (Eqn. 1). A log transformation was applied to the TGF-β1 concentration levels normalized to the
maximum concentration level (5 ng/mL). Design of experiment (DOE) software was utilized to design the study and to model and plot the data (Design-Expert 8.0.7.1, Stat-Ease, Inc., MN). The model with the minimum number of parameters which fit the data with lowest p-value and highest R² value was determined by the analysis to be:

\[ F([TGF\beta], k) = c_1 + c_2 \log([TGF\beta]/5\text{ng/mL}) + c_3 k + c_4 \log([TGF\beta]/5\text{ng/mL}) \times k \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( F \) is force per cell (nN), \([TGF\beta]\) is TGF-β1 concentration (ng/mL), \( k \) is post stiffness (nN/nm), and \( c_1, c_2 \) are model parameters (fitting constants).

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Micro-tissue generation
VICs compact the fibrin gels and form dense dog bone-shaped micro-tissues between the cantilevered posts within 20-30 hours (Figure 3.1C). Due to compositional differences in our micro-tissues from those in previous studies [43, 46, 56] (pure fibrin, VICs, and chemically-defined media (without serum)), the µTUG system methodology was substantially modified. For direct comparisons between the groups, the seeding conditions were kept constant despite wide ranges of stiffness and growth factors; this constraint lead to large differences in force and ECM generation between the treatment groups and, consequently, the rate of success in forming tissues was lower than previously reported. The success rate of micro-tissues lasting more than four days was as low as 10% in groups with high TGF-β1 concentration and 20-30% in other groups.

3.3.2 Tension generation by VICs within micro-tissues
Posts are visibly deflected by the tension within the tissue during gel compaction as a function of both TGF-β1 concentration and post stiffness. Under soft boundaries, force-
per-cell values reach a maximum after 24-36 hours then start to decrease slightly on the 2nd day without TGF-β1 (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2 Average force-per-cell values over seven days of culture (n=8-12 per group). Under soft boundary homeostatic tissue tension reaches a plateau after second day at any TGF-β1 concentration. Under stiff boundary, tension increases day by day in a dose-dependent manner. See Appendix-IV for the results of the ANOVA.

Under stiff boundaries with less than 0.5 ng/mL TGF-β1, tension decreases after 24 hours, but with TGF-β1 concentrations of 0.5 and 5 ng/mL, tension increases dramatically and keeps increasing until the end of the experiment at seven days. Under the stiffest boundary (k=1.05 nN/nm), 5 ng/mL TGF-β1 increases force per cell 8.6 fold compared to the no-TGF-β1 group under the same boundary stiffness. Boundary stiffness has no significant effect on cell forces in the absence of TGF-β1 (Figure 3.3, please see Appendix-IV for ANOVA results). Similarly, TGF-β1 does not alter cell-generated forces significantly under soft boundaries (k < 0.33 mN/mm, Figure 3.3).
Under the softest boundary \((k = 0.15 \text{ nN/nm})\), increasing TGF-β1 concentration does not significantly affect homeostatic tension. Similarly, in the absence of TGF-β1, increasing boundary stiffness does not alter force-per-cell values. At higher levels, these factors interacted synergistically.

### 3.3.3 TGF-β1 and stiffness interaction model

The optimal form of the regression model determined utilizing DOE software fit the complete stiffness-TGF-β1-force data set with high correlation with only four parameters. The statistical analysis indicates that each parameter has significant impact with little interaction between parameters (Table 1). Strong interaction between TGF-β1 and boundary stiffness is quantitatively demonstrated by the model \((p < 0.0001)\), and the interaction term provided substantially higher correlation with the data \((r^2 = 0.92\) with the interaction term compared to \(r^2 = 0.69\) without the interaction term).
Table 2. Model parameters for the regression model (Eqn 1); ANOVA results indicate that each parameter has significant impact on the fit to the dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>F value</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c_1$</td>
<td>2140 (nN)</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_2$</td>
<td>780 (nN)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_3$</td>
<td>1660 (nm)</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_4$</td>
<td>710 (nm)</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGFβ1</td>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3.4 Active isometric cell force, stimulated contraction and residual tension

Active isometric cell force ($F_{\text{CELL}}$), stimulated contraction by activation of VICs with 90 mM KCl ($F_{\text{STIMULATED}}$), and residual tension per cell in the matrix after Cyto-D treatment ($F_{\text{RESIDUAL}}$) are shown in Figure 3.4. The active isometric cell force is significantly higher under stiff boundaries with TGF-β1 than any other group. Stimulated contraction as a response to KCl, on the other hand, is significantly lower in TGF-β1+ groups, either under soft or stiff boundaries, and it is the highest under stiff boundary without TGF-β1. Increasing boundary stiffness increases $F_{\text{STIMULATED}}$ significantly without TGF-β1 treatment.
Figure 3.4 Active isometric cell force, KCl-stimulated contraction, and residual tension in micro-tissues cultured against soft (0.15 nN/nm) or stiff (1.05 nN/nm) posts with or without TGF-β1 (5 ng/mL) after four days of culture (n ≥ 3). Against the stiff boundary with TGF-β1, cells are in a state of high static contraction and produce negligible additional force in response to KCl stimulation but generate large residual tension in the matrix compared to other groups. Cells cultured against stiff boundaries without TGF-β1 provide a stronger response to KCl than the other groups. Two-way ANOVA p<0.05: *: significantly higher KCl-stimulated contraction from all other groups, **: significantly higher active isometric cell force from all other groups, ***: Significantly higher residual tension from all other groups.

3.3.5 α-SMA expression

TGF-β1 and boundary stiffness do not alter the total amount of staining or brightness of α-SMA staining. However, the distribution is dramatically different between TGF-β1- and TGF-β1+ groups. In TGF-β1+ groups, α-SMA is incorporated in stress fibers, while in TGF-β1+ groups α-SMA staining is punctate and in a short rod-like shape (Figure 3.5).
In fibrin gels cultured between stiff posts in chemically defined media for four days, α-SMA staining is punctate and not localized on stress fibers in the absence of TGF-β1 (left), whereas α-SMA staining is bright and co-localized with stress fibers in the presence of 5 ng/ml TGF-β1 (right) indicating the myofibroblast phenotype.

### 3.3.6 Effect of tension on collagen accumulation stimulated by TGF-β1 and EGF

Figure 3.6A shows representative images of collagen staining in micro-tissues. TGF-β1 increases the mean collagen intensity per cell significantly for both soft and stiff boundaries. EGF causes a significant increase in mean collagen intensity only for the soft boundary (Figure 3.6B). TGF-β1 increases force-per-cell in the case of stiff boundaries, but not soft boundaries; whereas EGF does not significantly affect force-per-cell values at any concentration tested regardless of boundary stiffness (Figure 3.6C).

When cell-generated forces are inhibited with 5 μM Blebbistatin, TGF-β1 still increases total de novo collagen intensity in micro-tissues; however, enhancement of collagen production with TGF-β1 is attenuated (Figure 3.7A).
Figure 3. 6 A) De novo collagen stained in micro-tissues after five days in culture against soft (0.15 nN/mm) and stiff (1.05 nN/mm) boundaries. B) TGF-β1 increases collagen production per cell equally under soft and stiff boundaries. EGF increases collagen intensity significantly only under soft boundary. Two-way ANOVA, p<0.05: *: Significantly higher than control groups (p<0.05) (n=3). C) Force-per-cell values after four days of culture. EGF does not alter isometric cell force significantly. *: Significantly higher force per cell than all other groups (n=4).
3.4 Discussion

This study represents the first quantitative characterization of the combined effects of stiffness and TGF-β1 on myofibroblast activation in a 3D tissue model. Our regression analysis indicates that TGF-β1 and boundary stiffness increase the homeostatic level of tension in VIC-populated fibrin gels both independently and synergistically. However, increasing only one of these factors with minimal levels of the other does not increase the cell-generated forces significantly. We also found that when cultured with a high concentration of TGF-β1 against stiff boundaries, VICs are in a state of nearly maximal contraction and impart significant residual tension on the matrix during remodeling.

Finally, we observed that collagen production is stimulated by TGF-β1 treatment in a tension-dependent manner, yet collagen accumulation is significant even under low tension with TGF-β1 but not EGF supplementation. Taken together, the results indicate the possibility of generating collagen-rich engineered tissues under a low tension environment to produce TEHV leaflets with minimal retraction.
3.4.1 TGF-β1 and stiffness are strongly synergistic, but moderate levels of both are required

Although it is clear from the literature that both TGF-β1 and resistance to cell-generated tension (i.e., stiffness) of the 2D substrate or 3D matrix are necessary factors for myofibroblast activation [5, 15, 16], quantitative relationships between these parameters have not been developed. It is generally accepted that with increasing TGF-β1 concentration (4 levels), α-SMA protein levels increase in VICs cultured on rigid tissue culture plastic or glass [30, 57]. In our previous study utilizing compliant 2D substrates (15 different moduli spanning a large range), we observed a sigmoidal relationship between substrate modulus and α-SMA-positive stress fibers, and we also observed synergy with TGF-β1 (0 or 5 ng/mL) [17]. It appears that α-SMA-positive stress fibers are formed only over a threshold substrate modulus (5-9 kPa for VICs [17] and 20 kPa for dermal fibroblasts [22]). Further, Anseth et al. found that decreasing substrate modulus in real time decreases the number of α-SMA positive VICs, which implies that myofibroblast differentiation is reversible under a threshold of stiffness [23]. In anchored collagen gels that are released from their rigid boundaries, TGF-β1 significantly increases both gel compaction rate and α-SMA expression in a dose dependent manner [24, 28, 30]. In contrast, in free floating gels (not cultured against rigid anchors then released) where high tension cannot be generated by the cells, α-SMA is not expressed. Combined these findings clearly demonstrate an interaction between stiffness and TGF-β1 in terms of myofibroblast activation, yet it is not possible to identify the functional relationship between these factors since only one stimulus was tested at multiple levels in each study and cell forces have not been directly measured.

High force generation is a powerful functional measure of the myofibroblast phenotype [18]. Traction force microscopy studies demonstrate that increasing stiffness increases
traction forces applied to the substrate by fibroblasts [20-22]. Hinz and colleagues report that a minimum force per focal adhesion (125 nN) is required for recruitment of α-SMA into stress fibers [22], implying a minimum stiffness for myofibroblast differentiation. Tschumperlin and colleagues [21] found that TGF-β1 does not affect lung fibroblast-generated forces when substrate modulus is less than 13 kPa, while it causes a dramatic stiffness-dependent increase over this stiffness. Here we observed a similar trend in cell-generated forces in our 3D culture system in that TGF-β1 has no significant effect under soft boundaries ($k < 0.33$ N/m) but has a strong dose-dependent effect for higher stiffness posts. For the first time, by using graded levels of both stiffness and TGF-β1 simultaneously, we obtained complete force response surface as a function of these factors in 3D which can be used to determine scaffold and culture parameters to obtain a desired level of tension.

In the present study, we utilized a limited range of boundary stiffness (0.15-1.05 nN/nm) and TGF-β (0-5 ng/mL) concentrations. Higher post stiffness values or TGF-β concentrations (up to 10 ng/mL) can be used to mimic the pathological conditions and determine the saturation of cell response to these factors.

**3.4.2 Stiffness effects on cell force in the absence of exogenous TGF-β1 may be due to serum**

Previous studies utilizing the micro-tissue system report increases in the forces generated by fibroblasts [42, 46] and cardiomyocytes [43] with increasing post stiffness in the absence of exogenous TGF-β1. In contrast, our findings indicate that stiffness only has a strong dose-dependent effect at concentrations of TGF-β1 higher than 0.05 ng/mL. Further, in the absence of TGF-β1, the α-SMA distribution is diffuse in the cytoplasm of ours cells, even under the stiffest boundary where the force per cell is approximately 300 nN. The sensitivity to stiffness observed in previous investigations without explicit...
growth factor supplementation may be due to the presence of growth factors in serum [58]. In this study, we utilize chemically defined medium to avoid growth factors contained in serum without “starving” the cells of other essential components in serum.

**3.4.3 VICs generate high force per cell which can lead to failure to form micro-tissues**

The force-per-cell values obtained in the present study (130-2500 nN) are significantly higher than values reported in previous studies using μTUG system (15-25 nN for per 3T3 fibroblast) [46, 56] and culture force monitors (50-200 nN per fibroblast) [20]. This discrepancy is mainly due to differences in how the force-per-cell is calculated. In previous studies, the force per cell is generally determined by dividing the force by the total number of cells in the gel (i.e., assuming all cells act in parallel), which is an oversimplification. Alternatively, as we have previously described [42, 47] we divide the total tension applied to one post by the average number of representative volume elements (RVEs) parallel to each other in the central portion of the tissue which assumes that the representative number of cells in a given cross-section of the tissue act in parallel [47] (Figure S2, Appendix-II). When calculated using the standard method of dividing the force by the total number of cells in the gel, the force-per-cell values in the present study range from 19-422 nN. These values similar to previously reported, but are slightly higher possibly due to the contractility of the VIC cell type, a soluble factor in the chemically defined medium (especially the high concentration of TGF-β1), and/or our use of higher boundary stiffness than previous μTUG systems (but lower than the isometric CFM systems).

The high force per cell relative to the amount of ECM production by the cells was one of the main reasons for tissue failures in the device, especially with high post stiffness and TGF-β1 concentration. Many tissues slipped of the soft posts under high tension.
conditions (Appendix-V, Figure S3A), and tissue thinning due to fibrinolysis and/or low ECM production in the absence of growth factors lead to ripping of the tissues (Figure S3B). To prevent micro-tissues from slipping off of the posts, the cell density was decreased to reduce tension, and in turn, post deflection; however, lower cell numbers limit the maximum stiffness of posts that can be utilized. To minimize tissue thinning and breaking, aminocaproic acid was added to culture media, but it did not prevent tissue breaking. Adding aprotinin decreased tissue breaking significantly. Tissues also stuck to the PDMS walls due to the adhesive nature of fibrin and lead to failure (Figure S3C). Increasing Pluronic concentration was utilized to prevent fibrin from sticking to the PDMS, but too high concentration led to tissues popping out from the wells. Due to this limitation, Pluronic concentration was kept under 2% for all groups.

3.4.4 TGF-β1-supplemented cells exist in a nearly maximally contracted state

To separate the cells’ ability to generate and hold isometric force against the posts from their ability to actively contract in response to an agonist (i.e., contractility), we stimulated the cells with KCl following four days of culture. One of the most striking findings of this analysis is that the cells cultured against stiff posts with TGF-β1, identified as myofibroblasts by their α-SMA-positive stress fibers (Figure 3.5), are the least contractile of all groups (3.3 % increase in force over homeostatic tension with KCl stimulation, Figure 3.4). In the absence of TGF-β1, the cells generated lower total forces against stiff posts than with the growth factor but were significantly more contractile than all other groups (54 % increase in force over homeostatic tension with KCl stimulation), even greater than TGF-β1-treated cells cultured against soft posts. Recently, it was reported that cyclic distension of fibroblast-populated fibrin constructs does not alter the effect of TGF-β1 on KCl-stimulated contraction or number of α-SMA positive cells [39]. We speculate that cells are already able generate substantial tension against stiff
boundaries and differentiate into myofibroblasts, thus additional mechanical conditioning has little additional effect on their contractile ability. Grinnell and colleagues [28] have also found that, in anchored fibroblast-populated collagen gels, cells pretreated with TGF-β1 for five days appear to be unable to contract in response to agonists (lysophosphatidic acid (LPA) or additional TGF-β1) when released from the rigid boundary. Taken together, myofibroblasts appear to exist in a nearly maximally contracted state - they apply high isometric force to the matrix yet have little additional ability to contract in response to external stimulation.

We did the activated contraction and residual tension measurements at room temperature. Although temperature may affect cell response to KCl or Cytochalasin-D, we assumed that this effect to be negligible since we kept imaging period after each treatment under ten minutes.

### 3.4.5 Residual tension is enhanced by TGF-β1 only with high post stiffness

The other striking result from our analysis of the components of the total force applied to the posts is that the residual tension in the matrix is much higher under stiff boundaries with TGF-β1 than other groups (7-15 fold over other groups). This result indicates that myofibroblasts remodel the tissue much more extensively than non-activated fibroblasts. The effect of residual tension on tissue retraction has been investigated in previous studies utilizing fibroblast-populated protein gels [51] and polymer scaffolds [4] by eliminating active cell contraction with Cyto-D or Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK) inhibitors prior to release of anchored matrices. When active cell force is inhibited, total retraction upon release is decreased by 75% in fibrin gels [51], 80% in collagen gels [59] and 40% in PGA/P4HB scaffolds [4]. To decrease retraction of fibrin-based TE heart valve leaflets, Tranquillo and colleagues treated the engineered tissues with Blebbistatin
(Myosin II inhibitor) 2-4 days prior to implantation at the end of a 3-week static culture period [3]. The treatment provided a transient retraction and the valves were functional initially; however, after four weeks in vivo regurgitation due to tissue shrinkage caused valve failure. More recently, the cells have been removed from TEHVs altogether in an attempt to eliminate retraction, and decellularized TEHVs have been repopulated with non-contractile cells [60, 61], but these valves also retracted after in vivo remodeling [61].

Taken together, these results imply that cell-generated forces must be reduced throughout the remodeling period to eliminate residual tension (and thus passive retraction) rather than simply blocking cell contractile activity immediately prior to implant. Yet it remains unclear whether robust TE constructs rich in organized collagen can be created under low tension since tension is needed to stabilize collagen against enzymatic degradation [62, 63] and the effect of tension on collagen production of VICs is not known. To explore the feasibility of generating collagenous tissues under low tension, we investigated the effects of boundary stiffness and growth factors on collagen accumulation in our fibrin gel micro-tissues.

To eliminate cell-generated tension and isolate the residual tension in the matrix, we used Cytochalasin-D. Since Cytochalasin-D inhibits cytoplasmic actin polymerization, it not only removes cell force but also damages cell-cell adhesion and causes loss of tissue integrity. In the videos showing response to Cytochalasin-D treatment, following tissue relaxation, tissue disintegration is observed [64]. Therefore, residual tensions values reported here can be lower than actual. Blebbistatin (myosin II inhibitor) can be a better option to isolate residual tension in the future studies.
3.4.6 TGF-β1 stimulates substantial collagen production - even under low tension

Our data indicate that boundary stiffness alone, in the absence of growth factors (and serum), does not significantly affect collagen accumulation (Figure 3.6A, B). This result parallels the lack of difference in homeostatic tension between stiffness groups in the absence of TGF-β1 (Figure 3.6 C). These data are consistent with previous studies which show that cyclic stretching alone, in the absence of serum or growth factors, does not affect procollagen synthesis in fibroblasts [36]. With the addition of 5 ng/mL TGF-β1, however, we observed a similar (approximately 2.5-fold) increase in collagen staining under both stiff and soft boundaries even though the growth factor does not stimulate a significant increase in tension against soft posts. This lack of mechanical effect is in contrast to studies which show that dynamic stretch enhances the stimulation of procollagen synthesis by serum or TGF-β1 [36, 65]. When we decreased the cell-generated tension with a low concentration of Blebbistatin, as an alternative to utilizing low boundary stiffness, the augmentation of collagen production with TGF-β1 was significantly attenuated. Taken together, these findings indicate that both mechanical forces and growth factors are necessary for stimulation of collagen production, but there may be particular combinations (e.g., TGF-β1 stimulation under low mechanical loading) which stimulate sufficient collagen accumulation without inducing unwanted tension in the tissue. Although our results are promising, our collagen accumulation measurements were based on optical evaluations after only five days in culture, an early stage for tissue remodeling. The effects of cell generated forces on ECM synthesis and de novo tissue integrity must be elucidated in long-term studies.

EGF also increases collagen accumulation under our experimental conditions, but the increase is significantly less than for TGF-β1 supplementation. Surprisingly, EGF has less of an effect on collagen accumulation for cells cultured against stiff posts (1.4-fold)
than soft posts (1.6-fold). Previously, we showed that EGF increases collagen accumulation in fibroblast-populated fibrin gels cultured against rigid boundaries to the same extent as an equivalent concentration of TGF-β1 (5 ng/mL) [50, 51]. In the aforementioned study, the EGF-treated samples retracted significantly less than both TGF-treated and serum-fed control samples suggesting lower cell-generated forces in the EGF group. However, in the retraction assay, the isometric force is not measured prior to release and the total retraction is affected by residual matrix stress, stiffness of matrix, and cell contractility. Data from the current study indicate that EGF likely stimulated lower cell-generated force than TGF-β1 in the rigidly anchored fibrin gels. Assuming that the tension was lower throughout the culture duration, it is unclear why collagen accumulation was equivalent with EGF and TGF-β1 supplementation in the previous study whereas it is much lower in this study. It is possible that the balance between collagen production and degradation changes in its tension dependency over long-term culture (21 days in the previous study compared to five days in this study).

Overall, when comparing the force and collagen per cell, it is clear that the level of tension in the gel modulates collagen accumulation, but that these parameters can be uncoupled with the use of different growth factors. For example, the average force per cell in the EGF/stiff group is approximately the same as for the TGF-β1/soft group (Figures 3.6 B & C), yet the collagen accumulation is dramatically lower for the EFG/stiff group.

Here, we semi-quantified de novo collagen accumulation by measuring average fluorophore intensity. Combined effect of stiffness and growth factors on ECM production needs to be elucidated by quantifying de novo collagen content with hydroxiproline assays. In addition to proteins providing mechanical strength, such as
collagen, key components maintaining stability like elastin and GAGs needs to be quantified with suitable assays [66].

3.5 Summary and Conclusions

In the present study, we quantified the interaction between the boundary stiffness and TGF-β1 on VIC-generated forces in a 3D tissue model. We showed that higher active isometric-cell force leads to larger residual tension in the tissues, which implies that to prevent built-up of large residual tension, cell contractility must be regulated through entire culture period. We also observed that collagen accumulation per cell can be stimulated in similar rates under significantly different tension levels. The ability to increase collagen production under low tension is promising for TE applications; since increasing ECM production without inducing myofibroblast activation will likely decrease retraction. Obtaining robust tissues without excessive tissue tension might be possible by augmenting ECM synthesis by growth factors together with regulation of cell-generated forces by drugs. More research is needed to determine optimum tension levels in the tissue, suitable drugs to regulate cell-generated forces and collagen degradation through entire culture period, and optimum growth factor concentrations. High throughput experiments by using micro-tissue systems can be used to determine these optimum conditions, and, these conditions can be tried for organ-size constructs.
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CHAPTER 4: Effect of Boundary Stiffness on Myofibroblast Persistence in 3D
4.1 Introduction

Myofibroblasts play a key role in tissue remodeling and wound healing [1, 2]. Being able to generate high traction forces and secrete abundant extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins, myofibroblasts can reorganize their surrounding matrix, rapidly close wounds and repair matrix damage [3]. However, prolonged presence of myofibroblasts due to excessive activation of fibroblasts and/or insufficient myofibroblast apoptosis leads to fibrocontractive remodeling and scar tissue [3-5]. By compacting surrounding matrix, digesting native ECM and secreting excessive amounts of stiff collagen, myofibroblasts contribute to diseases of many different organs [6-8].

In heart valves, activation of a large proportion of valvular interstitial cells (VICs) to the myofibroblast phenotype (more than 60% of the total cell population) is associated with valve fibrosis [9]. Moreover, in 82% of calcified aortic valves, myofibroblasts are colocalized with calcified regions and apoptotic cells [9]. In addition to being associated with heart valve disease, myofibroblasts are responsible for tissue thickening and retraction in engineered heart valves [10, 11]. Thus, being able to reverse the myofibroblast phenotype (i.e., de-differentiate VICs back to the quiescent state) and/or control the rate of clearing of myofibroblasts from the tissue via apoptosis would be of great benefit for therapeutic applications.

High substrate modulus and transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β) have been shown to be key activators of fibroblasts and VICs to myofibroblast [12-14]. Specifically, on high modulus substrates in the presence of TGF-β, fibroblastic cells form α-SMA-rich stress fibers – the defining visual hallmark of the myofibroblast phenotype – and generate high intracellular tension. We recently demonstrated quantitatively that this synergistic
relationship between stiffness and TGF-β in modulating VIC-generated forces also
applies in three-dimensional (3D) ECM [15].

Although, the mechanical environment is clearly critical for triggering myofibroblast
activation, there is little known about mechanical reversibility of this phenotype. Early \textit{in vivo} data indicated that myofibroblasts are cleared following wound closure by apoptosis
(programmed cell death) rather than de-differentiation [16]. More recently, reducing the
resistance to cell contraction has also been shown to trigger apoptosis; releasing a stiff
splint holding the edges of an excisional wound caused apoptosis in 8% of the total cell
population [17]. In an analogous \textit{in vitro} 3D system where collagen gels seeded with
dermal myofibroblasts were detached from rigid boundaries, apoptosis was triggered in
15% of the cells [18]. A similar study utilizing fibroblasts isolated from scar tissue [19]
reported 40% apoptosis following the release of anchored collagen gels.

In contrast, there is recent evidence that myofibroblasts may de-differentiate with
changes in the mechanical environment. Anseth and her group seeded VICs on light-
responsive gel substrates for three days then decreased gel Young’s modulus dynamically
[20, 21]. They observed a significant decrease in number of cells expressing α-SMA,
indicating phenotypic reversion after two additional days of culture at the lower modulus.
However, when they cultured VICs on stiff gels for a longer time period (seven days),
reduction of substrate modulus did not result in de-differentiation [21]. The cells on the
real-time softened gels had higher apoptosis proportions than cells on gels that remained
stiff, but the proportions were not significantly different than control cells cultured on
low modulus substrates. In the aforementioned 2D and 3D studies, the experimental
manipulations reduce the mechanical tension able to be generated by the cells, but in
none of the studies is the tension quantified, thus it is unclear if the magnitude of tension is a key parameter regulating de-differentiation and apoptosis.

We hypothesize that a reduction of the ability of myofibroblasts to generate tension due to alteration of the mechanical environment triggers de-differentiation and, for a large decrease in tension, apoptosis. To test this hypothesis, we cultured VICs in 3D fibrin micro-tissues suspended between flexible posts the deflection of which can be used to quantify the tissue tension. To determine the effect of mechanical tension drop on myofibroblast phenotype, we cultured micro-tissues under high tension by holding one of the micro-posts rigidly with magnetic force applied to a nickel bead glued onto the post; the post was then released by removing the permanent magnet. To create a more severe tension drop, we released tissues completely from the micro-posts and cultured them free-floating. The findings of the present study provide insight for future studies aimed at directing myofibroblast fate in diseased or engineered tissues.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Cell Culture

Pig hearts were obtained from a local slaughter house (Blood Farm, Groton, MA). Aortic valves were excised within 2 hours after animals were killed. VICs were isolated according to a previously published protocol [22]. Briefly, aortic valve leaflets were rinsed with cold Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (DPBS, Cellgro, Manassas, VA), and submerged in 600 U/ml solution of Type II collagenase (Worthington Biochemical, Lakewood, NJ) in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, Life Technologies, Grand Island, New York) with 1% penicillin / streptomycin / amphotericin B (PSA, Life Technologies, Grand Island, New York) and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Life
Technologies, Grand Island, New York). Both surfaces of the leaflets were rubbed by a sterile cotton swab to remove the valvular endothelial cells (VECs) in the collagenase solution. Next, leaflets were rinsed and incubated in 12 ml of collagenase solution at 37°C for 12 hours for enzymatic digestion. Finally, VICs were plated to tissue culture plastic flasks in DMEM with 1% PSA and 10% FBS. Cell with passage number 3 to 8 were used in all of the experiments. Two types of different pre-treatments were utilized in the current study: the first group was pre-treated with low serum media containing 1% FBS for four days to have a more quiescent population initially and the second group was pre-treated with 10% FBS and 5 ng/mL TGF-β1 for four days to activate all cells to the myofibroblast phenotype.

4.2.2 Force Calculations with Micro-tissue Gauges (µ-TUGs)

As described in the previous chapter, to measure and regulate the cell-generated forces, micro-tissues were cultured in micro-wells containing two flexible posts made of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS, Dow Corning, Midland, MI). As cells compact the fibrin gel and form dog-bone shaped tissues around the posts, forces applied to posts can be calculated by measuring the posts deflection and using beam bending equations. Post deflections were measured at different time points and under different boundary conditions: right before applying the magnet (~1.5 day), ~10 hours following applying the magnet, right before removing magnet (2 or 3 days of culture), right after removing magnet, 7-12 hours after removing magnet, and 3 to 4 days after removing the magnet (Figure 4.1). Force measurements were taken right before and right after applying or removing magnet to evaluate the immediate cell-generated force response to real-time stiffening of the boundary. Force measurements at the intermediate time points were taken to have a better knowledge about the trend in myofibroblasts activation or de-differentiation (if any). The average force per cell was calculated by dividing the total...
force applied to one of the posts by the average number of representative volume
elements (RVEs) spanning a cross-sectional area in the middle of the micro-tissue
(Appendix-II).
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Figure 4.1 Time points for force measurements. To evaluate immediate cell response to real-time changes in boundary stiffness, force measurements were taken right before and after putting and removing magnet. Measurements were taken at intermediate time points (A and B) to understand the time course of possible changes in cell phenotype.

### 4.2.3 VIC-Populated Fibrin Micro-Tissues

Empty µ-TUGs were treated with 3.5 % Pluronic F-127 (Invitrogen, Eugene, Oregon) to prevent cell attachment to the PDMS. VICs (160,000 cell/mL) were re-suspended in fibrin gels solution containing 3.3 mg/ml fibrinogen from bovine plasma (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and 0.22 U/ml thrombin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). The cell-gel mixture was centrifuged into the micro wells and the excess gel solution remained out of the wells was aspirated. Following one hour of incubation at 37 C to allow gel polymerization, culture media containing DMEM with 1% PSA, 33.3 µg/ml aprotinin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and 50 µg/ml L-ascorbic acid phosphate magnesium salt n-hydrate and with two different serum and growth factor concentrations was added to µ-TUG dishes: first one is 1 ng/mL TGF-β1 and 10% FBS and the second one is 1% FBS with no TGF-β. Different micro-post stiffness levels were obtained by using different PDMS monomer-to-curing agent ratios and different baking temperatures as described in previous chapter.
4.2.4 Changing Boundary Stiffness in Real Time

Micro-posts with stiffness of 0.33 nN/nm were chosen as the low boundary stiffness level since, based on the force-per-cell measurements obtained for our previous study [15], at this level cell-generated forces remain constant after two days. In contrast, cell-generated forces keep increasing for seven days when cultured against 0.56 nN/nm posts in the presence of TGF-β1 (Appendix-VI) [15]. Therefore, increasing effective boundary stiffness \((k_{\text{eff}}^{-1} = k_1^{-1}+k_2^{-1})\) in real time from \(k_{\text{eff}} = 0.165\) nN/nm to \(k_{\text{eff}} = 0.33\) nN/nm by holding one post rigidly was expected to provide a transition between the two phontotypic states (Figure 4.2-B). The response of cell-generated forces to a dynamic change in boundary stiffness was predicted based on our previously quantified force-stiffness-TGF-β relationship (Figure 4.3). The changes in cell-generated forces obtained with different post stiffness (\(k = 0.15\) nN/nm and \(0.56\) nN/nm) are given in Appendix-VII. To obtain an initially-stiff boundary condition, one of the micro-posts in each well was held rigidly by applying magnetic force to a nickel sphere (Alfa Aesar 200 mesh, diameter = 100-150 µm, Ward Hill, Massachusetts) glued on top of the post as shown in Figure 4.2.

Considering that two micro-posts create a resistance to cell-generated tension in series, the effective boundary stiffness was calculated as shown in Figure 4.2-B. Micro-tissues were cultured with one post rigidly held for one or two days to increase the effective stiffness, then the magnet was removed and the post was released to decrease the effective stiffness in real time.
Figure 4.2 A: Nickel particle glued onto the micro-post is held rigidly by a permanent magnet for one or two days. Stiffness is reduced in real time by removing the magnet. B: Calculation of estimated effective boundary stiffness as a result of holding one of the posts. C: A µ-TUG dish with permanent magnet in the incubator. D: Phase images of micro-tissue before and after removing the magnet.

To create a more severe reduction of boundary stiffness, we fully released the micro-tissues from one of the posts as shown in Figure 4.4, after two days of culture suspended between two posts.
Figure 4. 3 Red arrow shows the predicted response of cell-generated forces to increasing boundary stiffness in real time when post stiffness was $k = 0.33$ nN/nm posts. Blue and green arrows show two of possible responses to boundary stiffness reduction. Modified plotting of data from previous chapter.

Figure 4. 4 Phase images of fully-released micro-tissues ($k = 0.33$ nN/nm posts). A: Before release (2 days culture). B: Right after releasing the tissue. C: 24 hours after release.
4.2.5 Evaluating α-SMA and Apoptosis

To detect apoptotic cells, 5μM NucView 488 Caspase-3 assay substrate (Biotum, Hayward, CA) was applied to micro-tissues for 30 minutes prior to fixing the tissues. This initially non-fluorescent assay substrate consists of fluorogenic DNA dye coupled to the caspase-3/7 DEVD recognition sequence and when caspase3/7 cleaves the substrate in apoptotic cells, a high-affinity DNA dye with bright green fluorescence is released. As a positive control for caspase-3 expression, 5 uM Staurosporin was applied to micro-tissues for 5 hours in a separate dish. Micro-tissues were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and permeabilized with 0.25% Triton X-100 (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), stained, and analyzed using imaging. Total number of nuclei and the total number of apoptotic cells were counted in each micro-tissue. To visualize α-SMA, tissues were blocked with 1.5% normal goat serum in PBS for 30 min, and incubated with primary anti-α-SMA (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) antibody for 1 h. Fluorescently labeled secondary antibody (Alexa-546, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) was then applied and imaged with Leica SP5 point scanning confocal/DMI6000 inverted microscope. Fixed mouse brain and rat carotid tissues were stained in parallel as negative and positive controls, respectively.

4.2.6 Statistical Analysis

All data points are reported as mean ± standard deviation. Statistical comparisons were made using either t-test or two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) depending upon the number of groups, with p < 0.05 considered significant. When a significant difference was found with two-way ANOVA, pairwise comparisons were completed with the Holm-Sidak method (Sigmplot 11.0, Systat Software).
4.3 Results

4.3.1 Effects of Changing Boundary Stiffness in Real Time on Cell-Generated Forces

When cultured against medium soft boundaries ($k_{\text{eff}} = 0.165 \text{ nN/nm}$), the cell-generated forces increase for approximately two days, then level off at a homeostatic level of tension. In contrast, when one post is held rigidly by placing the magnet close to the culture dish ($k_{\text{eff}} = 0.33 \text{ nN/nm}$), cell-generated forces start to increase rapidly and continue to increase until the magnet is removed. When the magnet is removed (after 24 or 60 hours depending upon the experimental group), the tissue tension drops abruptly but then begins to steadily increase. In the 24-hour-held group (stiffened to $k_{\text{eff}} = 0.33 \text{ nN/nm}$ and softened back to $k_{\text{eff}} = 0.165 \text{ nN/nm}$ in real time), the cell-generated forces rebound to the peak values within two days of additional culture (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5 Initially $k_{\text{eff}} = 0.165 \text{ nN/nm}$ for both groups (blue region on the left). In the real-time stiffened/softened group, $k_{\text{eff}}$ is increased to 0.33 nN/nm by application of magnetic force (pink region). Removing the magnet decreased $k_{\text{eff}}$ to its initial value in real-time stiffened/softened group (blue region on the right). Holding one post rigidly increased cell generated forces (**: Significantly higher force per cell than continuously soft group (t-test, $p=0.001$)). Removal of the magnet caused an abrupt drop in tissue tension, but tension rebounded and continued to increase the force (*: Significantly higher force per cell than continuously soft group).
continuously soft group (t-test, p<0.05) For all groups TGF-β: 1 ng/mL and the individual post stiffness = 0.33 nN/nm).

4.3.2 Effect of Boundary Stiffness Reduction on α-SMA Distribution

No change in α-SMA distribution was observed as a result of changing the boundary stiffness in real time by removing the magnetic force (Figure 4.6). All of the cells have α-SMA incorporation into stress fibers, except when cultured against very soft micro-posts where neither the control nor stiffened group showed α-SMA+ stress fibers (Appendix-VIII). Less α-SMA staining was observed in the inner regions of doge-bone tissues and no stain was observed in the core of the completely released tissues (balled-up tissues) (Figure 4.7). Yet the cells on the outer surface of the retracted tissues still stained positive for α-SMA indicating the persistence of myofibroblast markers in those cells. The lack of staining of the internal cells may be due to hindered diffusion of secondary antibody rather than de-differentiation (see Discussion).
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Figure 4. 6  A: α-SMA (red) and cell nuclei (blue) in micro-tissue with one post hold rigidly (higher boundary stiffness). B: Micro-tissue between continuously soft posts (lower boundary stiffness). The sequestration of α-SMA into the stress fibers in these images indicates that the VICs in both groups are myofibroblasts.

4.3.3 Effect of Boundary Stiffness Reduction on Apoptosis

In all cases, apoptosis was observed only when VICs were pretreated with 5 ng/mL TGF-β before seeding into the micro-tissues (Figure 4.8). The proportion of apoptotic cells does not increase significantly when the effective boundary stiffness is reduced by
releasing the rigidly held post (5.7±2.04\% in real-time stiffened/softened group, 4.07±2.67 in continuously soft group). Releasing micro-tissues from posts completely and letting them contract into a ball increases the proportion of apoptotic cells significantly (31.4±21.1\%), but apoptosis was not observed when cells are pre-treated and cultured with low serum (1\% FBS) (Figure 4.9).

Figure 4. 7 A: Maximum projections of confocal images of a fully released micro-tissue two days after release. B: Z-stack slices at different levels of the micro-tissues (Red: α-SMA, Green: Caspase-3). Only cells on the surface of the completely released (balled-up) tissues stain positive for α-SMA, while only the cells in the inner regions of TGF-β pretreated group stain positive for the apoptotic marker (scale bars: 100 µm).
Figure 4.8 5 ng/mL TGF-β pretreatment increases apoptosis in micro-tissues (n=4-6, *: p<0.001, Two-way ANOVA).

Figure 4.9 Releasing micro-tissues, completely, triggers apoptosis in TGF-β pre-treated groups tissues (n=3, *: p<0.05, t-test).
4.4 Discussion

This study is the first quantitative investigation of the effects of dynamic changes in stiffness on cell phenotype in a 3D protein matrix. Our novel method utilizing magnetic force to constrain the motion of one of two flexible posts between which VIC-populated micro-tissues were cultured effectively doubled the boundary stiffness and resulted in a significant increase in cell-generated forces. When the magnetic force was removed, the effective boundary stiffness was halved, and the tissue tension dropped to 65-87% of the peak value. Surprisingly, following release the cell-generated forces continued to increase for the next two days rather than reducing down to the homeostatic tension level of the control group with identical (but constant) boundary stiffness. The rapid release of tension with the return to baseline boundary stiffness did not result in a decrease in number of cells with α-SMA positive stress fibers or an increase in apoptosis. In contrast, when samples were entirely released from the boundaries and cultured free floating (where tension is minimal but cannot be measured), cells on the outer surface of the tissues remained positive for α-SMA, but the proportion of apoptotic cells increased more than five-fold (31%) in the central region. Together, these data indicate that modest temporary changes in boundary stiffness can have lasting effects on myofibroblast activation and persistence in 3D matrices, and that a large decrease in the ability of the cells to generate tension is required to trigger de-differentiation and apoptosis.

It has been reported that static magnetic field has no significant effect on cell growth or survival under normal culture conditions regardless of magnetic density [23]. Additionally, unless cells are pre-treated with X-irradiation or ferrous ions, static magnetic field does not cause significant DNA damage up to a maximum of 10 T. The magnetic field created by the permanent magnet utilized in this study is less the 0.7 T in
the present study (Appendix-IX). Moreover, all micro-tissues are exposed to the magnetic field, since both tissues with magnetically-held posts and tissues without Ni particle (continuously soft boundary group) were in the same dish. Therefore, we attribute the change in cell behavior to real-time change in boundary stiffness (holding or releasing the post). However, future experiments can be done with more rigorous controls, e.g., holding posts by gluing glass rods affixed to well wall instead of magnets to rigidly hold the posts. In addition, using nickel particles glued onto posts in the absence of magnetic field can be suggested as a control for the effect of the Ni particles.

Previously, by utilizing graded levels of boundary stiffness and TGF-β concentrations, we showed that these two factors increase cell-generated forces in a synergistic way, and that increasing one of the factors without a moderate level of the other factor does not affect cell-generated forces significantly [15]. Under soft boundaries and/or low TGF-β concentration, cell-generated forces reach a plateau after 2 days, while they keep increasing if the post stiffness is greater than 0.33 nN/nm and TGF-β is greater than 0.05 ng/mL [15]. Despite differences of culture media (FBS in this study rather than chemically defined) and the pre-treatment with TGF-β in this study, the force-per-cell values in the present study are comparable with our previous results for similar boundary stiffness and TGF-β level. Moreover, increasing boundary stiffness via magnetic force affects the cell-generated-forces in the same fashion.

When the boundary stiffness is decreased in real time by releasing the magnetically held post, cell-generated forces keep increasing as if they are still at the higher boundary stiffness level when cells are pretreated and cultured with 10% FBS and 5 ng/mL TGF-β. These observations indicate that culturing cells under higher stiffness for just one or two days results in an irreversible transformation in cell phenotype. In contrast to our
findings in 3D, using tunable stiffness 2D substrates with photodegradable chemistry, Anseth and colleagues have demonstrated that reducing substrate modulus in real time results in de-differentiation of activated VICs [24]. In their initial study, after three days of culture on stiff (32 kPa) substrates, they reduced the modulus to 7 kPa and observed a substantial decrease in α-SMA-positive stained cells after two days. The same group more recently reported that culturing cells on stiff substrates for seven days and then reducing the modulus in real time does not result in the myofibroblast de-differentiation and the concluded that there is a time or dose limit for lineage plasticity for myofibroblast-to-fibroblast transition [21]. In the present study, the dose limit for myofibroblasts de-differentiation might have been exceeded due to the pretreatment of the cells with TGF-β1 for four days. Moreover, cell-matrix interactions in 3D may have an irreversible upregulation of pathways increasing force generation, which can explain the increase in cell-generated forces even when the boundary stiffness is reduced in the present study. Alternatively, in 3D, a positive feedback due to local stiffening can promote higher contractile forces, whereas, in 2D, this dynamic reciprocity between the cells and matrix does not exist – when the substrate modulus is decreased, there is no lingering feedback on the cells.

Intrinsic mechanical properties of the remodeled matrix can affect the cell sensitivity to changes in global environment. Recently, by using the µ-TUG system, Zhao et al. [25] showed that the modulus of the micro-tissues correlates positively with post stiffness. Similar to that study, here we used incremental strain instead of taking the non-deformed length of the micro-tissues, since tissues initially under stress by cell force [25]. In the present study, when we increased the boundary stiffness for one day, the average matrix modulus of the fibrin micro-tissues increased (from 37 kPa to 82 kPa); however, the difference was not statistically significant (Appendix-X) (p <0.05; power = 0.141).
Factors which may have contributed to the large variability in matrix stiffness values include the low number of tissues (n = 3), the broad range of cells-per-tissue in the group with stiffened boundary (held for 1 day), and the fact that one of the tissues which was close to failure in this group. Further, the matrix moduli of our micro-tissues are dramatically higher than that reported by Zhao et al for similar boundary stiffness [25]. This difference may be due to different gel proteins (fibrin v. collagen), cell types (VICs v. NIH 3T3 cells), and TGF-β concentrations (5 ng/ml v. none) used in two studies. We attempted to repeat this experiment with a higher number of samples but experiment failed due to excessive cell death determined in the tissues (~50%). Limitations of the μ-tissue gauge method including cell death are discussed in the next chapter.

In addition to intrinsic matrix stiffness, cell-cell and cell-matrix connections are also key factors increasing contractile ability and activating myofibroblast phenotype. Studies utilizing 2D substrates show that “supermature” focal adhesions (FA) with 6-30 µm sizes are required to generate threshold intracellular tension necessary for recruitment of α-SMA in stress fibers [26, 27]. Supermature FAs are recognized by expressing ECM fibronectin splice variant ED-A and α5β1 integrin. Unlike normal fibroblasts, myofibroblasts express OB-cadherin in cell-cell junctions, and inhibition of OB-cadherin decreases contractile ability and down regulates myofibroblast markers [27, 28]. In our case, supermature FAs and/or OB-cadherin rich cell-cell contacts formed during high-tension-culture period might be sustaining the ability of the cells to generate force even after reduction of the tissue tension. However, FAs and cadherin were not evaluated in the present study. Further research is needed to compare FA sizes or OB-cadherin staining under different mechanical tension levels and following tension reduction.
As a preliminary study, we treated micro-tissues with a conical Wnt pathway inhibitor which also degrades active β-catenin (JW-67, R&D Systems, MN) to weaken cell-cell contacts. Cell-generated forces remained almost flat or increased by time even under real-time stiffened boundary with JW-67 treatment while they increased in control group. However, this experiment needs to be repeated because of high cell-death proportion in micro-tissues. Although the Wnt pathway plays roles in important cell functions such as proliferation and migration, if it reduces the sensitivity of cell-generated forces to boundary stiffness, as our preliminary results imply, targeting β-catenin may be considered a therapeutic option for valve diseases. Yet, more research is needed to clearly understand the effect of β-catenin degradation on myofibroblast activation in 3D.

We observed persistence of α-SMA incorporation in stress fibers on the tissue surface following complete release of the boundary, but no α-SMA stain in the inner regions of the balled-up tissues. This result may be interpreted as complete diminishment of α-SMA in the middle regions of the tissue as a result of re-distribution of stress throughout the tissue. Intracellular tension may be maintained on the surface but decreased to levels at which α-SMA is not sequestered in the stress fibers in the inner regions. Alternatively, the lack of stain in the tissue core may be due to insufficient penetration of the secondary antibody into the tissues. Minimal collagen staining, which utilizes the same secondary antibody, was observed in the inner regions of the dog-bone shaped tissues in our previous study. To better analyze the α-SMA distribution in the middle regions of the tissues, the tissues need to be sectioned and analyzed with histology.

Upon complete release from the posts, apoptotic markers were observed in the TGF-β-pretreated group, but not in the non-TGF-β-pretreated group (note that the caspase stain does not use a secondary antibody and may penetrate further than the α-SMA and
collagen stain). It has been reported that releasing rigidly anchored myofibroblast-populated collagen gels and letting them contract or releasing splints holding wound edges triggers apoptosis [17-19]. Although the actual force values cannot be measured in samples fully freed from the boundaries, a rough correlation between the severity of the tension drop and the proportion of apoptotic cells appears to be emerging. In order of increasing severity of tension drop (estimated but not quantified): releasing splinted wound likely reduces the tension from a high level to a moderate level and results in 8% apoptosis, completely releasing myofibroblast-populated collagen gels from high tension to very low (zero boundary stiffness) results in 15% apoptosis, and completely releasing scar myofibroblast-populated collagen gels from very high tension to low (zero boundary stiffness) results in 40% apoptosis. In contrast, when myofibroblasts were isolated from hypertrophic scar tissues, apoptosis was not triggered upon release of rigidly anchored collagen gels [19]. Hypertrophic scar myofibroblasts secrete tissue transglutaminase enzyme which prevents collagen matrix degradation by both collagenase D and matrix metalloproteinase-2 [19], likely leading to a stiffer local matrix.

In the present study, we observed apoptosis in 38% of VICs pretreated with 5 ng/mL TGF-β for four days but less than 0.1% apoptosis in non-TGF-β-pretreated VICs upon complete release. Releasing rigidly anchored gels to a zero-boundary condition may cause a temporal imbalance between intracellular and extracellular tension which triggers apoptosis. Anseth and colleagues did not evaluate apoptosis in persistent myofibroblasts upon softening of the substrate [21]. Here we show that, apoptosis occurs only in TGF-β pre-treated group, where the initial cell-generated tension is higher (Appendix-XI). These findings can be interpreted as there is a threshold for intracellular tension above which decreasing stiffness—in turn tension—triggers apoptosis due to abrupt temporal imbalance between intracellular and extracellular tension.
4.5. Conclusion

The results of this study demonstrate that with only a temporary increase in boundary stiffness (1-2 days), cell-generated forces continue to increase as if the stiffness is permanently increased. Reasons for the continued high generation of force-per-cell are unclear at this time. The lack of phenotypic reversion could be due to increased cell density or cell-cell contact with increased compaction during the dynamically stiffened phase of culture, or possibly due to an increase in intrinsic stiffness of the ECM due to enhanced remodeling during the time the post was held magnetically.

Here we also demonstrate that the magnitude of the tension reduction plays an important role in myofibroblast persistence and apoptosis. In the present study, the myofibroblast phenotype was shown to be persistent (at least on the outer surface of the micro-tissues) regardless of the drop in tension, and apoptosis is only observed only with TGF-β1 pretreatment and a large drop in tension. These findings imply that it is very difficult to de-activate the myofibroblast phenotype once it reaches a certain severity, without causing tissue collapse in tissue engineered structures. To prevent the development of this irreversible situation, cell-generated forces and phenotype should be regulated throughout the entire \textit{in vitro} culture period. Preventing excessive myofibroblasts activation and tissue stiffening could be helpful in creating functional tissue equivalents without fibrocontractive remodeling.
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CHAPTER 5: Discussion
5.1 Overall Impact and Future Directions

The work presented in this thesis provides the first quantitative relationships between boundary stiffness, TGF-β and myofibroblast activation in 3D. Understanding how cells respond to mechanical and chemical signals and the ECM is essential for understanding cardiac physiology and pathology [1]. In particular, quantitative approaches are needed for understanding the interaction between these signals on cell behavior. This study reveals key relationships in the regulatory stimuli that may provide new insights into the fundamental processes of valve remodeling and fibrosis. Although the effects of completely freeing constrained fibroblast-populated collagen gels [2] or completely blocking TGF-β have been studied [3], the investigation of graded and controlled changes in stiffness and TGF-β concentration utilized herein represents a novel approach. This knowledge provides insight into ways in which VIC and other fibroblastic cell activation may be controlled in fibrotic and engineered tissues.

Controlling the fate of the myofibroblasts is desired to create functional engineered organs and to cure fibrotic diseases. In an engineered valve with living cells, for example, the design parameters are very complex since not only the passive stresses due to external loading need to be minimized, the cell-generated forces are also essential to control as they potentially lead to changes in the mechanics of the valve due to direct contraction [4] and by long-term phenotypic shifts and fibrotic remodeling. One possibility for developing a tissue engineered valve rapidly would involve culturing VICs under conditions that induce myofibroblast activation to maximize the rate of matrix synthesis (e.g., high stent stiffness) and then altering culture conditions (e.g., by increasing stent compliance) to reduce the myofibroblast activity to the level of a healthy valve for implantation. An understanding of how boundary stiffness affects VIC phenotype could
also provide the basis for developing new clinical treatments offering the possibility of reversing or even circumventing stenosis. For example, percutaneous valve repair methods involving removal of stiff tissue at the edges of a valve to halt or reverse valve fibrosis are conceivable. High-pressure water-stream scalpels [5] and thulium:YAG laser [6] have been used pre-clinically for percutaneous aortic valve resection and could potentially be utilized for removing fibrotic areas from a valve. However, as described in Chapter 4, the myofibroblast phenotype may be irreversible when the magnitude of tension reduction or boundary softening is limited while severe reduction of tension triggers apoptosis. The reasons for the persistent myofibroblast activation may include larger cell focal adhesion structures, stronger cell-cell contacts or stiffer local environment developed under initial stiff/high-tension condition. Quantifying and/or blocking, OB-cadherin, β-catenin or focal adhesions and quantifying the local matrix modulus at different stages of real-time changed stiffness conditions require further study. Therefore, research focusing on techniques to monitor and control cell phenotype during the entire remodeling period may facilitate further advancement in this area. It is possible that cell-generated forces and matrix stiffness can be prevented from reaching excessive levels where a phenotypic shift (de-differentiation) without apoptosis becomes impossible.

The focus of this thesis was the combinatorial effect of multiple myofibroblast activators on VIC phenotype. To be able to keep cell-generated tensions between “safe limits” where they are below myofibroblast activation thresholds and high enough to produce mechanically strong de novo tissues, the effect of tension on ECM remodeling needs to be elucidated quantitatively. Thus, research is needed to determine the optimal tension levels and growth factor combinations for robust tissue formation without excessive active and passive stresses built up in the tissue. In future work, the effects of growth
factors and boundary stiffness on the ECM components synthesized within the micro-tissues should be analyzed quantitatively; these include collagen, elastin, proteoglycans, and GAGs which are important not only for tissue mechanics, but also cell signaling.

Furthermore, the 3D culture model utilized in the present thesis can be used to study osteogenesis. Recently, it was shown that high glucose, elastin degradation products and TGF-β1 induces osteogenic differentiation synergistically in vascular smooth muscle cells [7]. The effect of tissue boundary stiffness on the interaction between these factors can be studied understand osteogenic differentiation more completely. In addition to differentiation, effect of calcification on tissue stiffness can be evaluated by using micro-tissue gauges to measure tissue modulus.

### 5.2 Limitations

Although the micro-tissue gauge system has the potential advantages of high-throughput experimentation, ease of microscopic evaluation, and minimal cell and material consumption, the method has limitations which cause frequent experimental failure (lack of micro-tissue formation). The most prevalent failure mechanisms include poor dewetting (aspirating excess gel/cell solution to clear surface out of the micro-wells), tissue pop-outs (tissue floating upon addition of culture media after gel polymerization), tissue slipping off the posts and cell death in micro-tissues.

After resuspending cells in cold fibrin gel solution (fibrinogen and thrombin is reconstituted) it is added to micro-tissue gauge dishes and centrifuged into micro-wells. Immediately after centrifuge excess gel solution is aspirated by a glass Pasteur pipette so that gel solution is completely removed from the PDMS dish surface-out of the micro-wells. If gel starts to polymerize prematurely or the surface is not hydrophobic, gel-cell
mixture remains over the micro-wells and prevents formation of dog-bone tissues by keeping tissues attached to side walls of the wells. To avoid this problem; the Pluronic concentration can be increased to make surfaces more hydrophobic. However, too high of a Pluronic concentration may result in tissue pop-outs or tissue slipping from the posts. When micro-wells and posts become to hydrophobic, tissues can come out as soon as the culture media was added to dishes, or tissues can slip off the posts especially when posts are bent substantially due to TGF-β treatment or high cell number in the tissues. Maximum Pluronic concentrations were optimized as up to 2% in normal dishes and 4% in UV treated dishes (to cure UV activated glue for Ni particles on the posts). Nevertheless, PDMS aging and UV treatment increase the variability in PDMS hydrophobicity and may result in unexpected experiment failure. These problems narrow the range of available fibrinogen and thrombin concentrations, cell number and post stiffness in experiments.

Cell death in the micro-tissues was another major problem causing failure and making it difficult to reproduce results. Previously, the Chen group reported that in micro-tissues made of a collagen-fibrin mixture, cell death can reach up to 36% immediately after seeding and up to 54% in 7 days [8]. However, in some of our experiments all of the cells died after seeding. We determined two different reasons for cell deaths: first, in some cases, the gel may dry during incubation for polymerization prior to adding culture media (especially if the humidity level is low in the incubator). Second, we found more frequent cell death when cells are pre-treated with TGF-β or they are cultured longer on tissue culture plastic prior to seeding into micro-tissues. The reason for higher cell death frequency in pre-treated groups may be due to higher tension drop upon detaching from rigid cell culture plastic, which is in good agreement with our findings in Chapter 4. Cell cycle phase was not determined in any of our experiments. The relationship between
cycle phase, doubling-time and cell-death ratio needs to be elucidated in future studies. These limitations decreased the number of successful experiments and the number of samples in the present study.

Another limitation of the present studies is that we did not quantify the *de novo* ECM production. Collagen-I accumulation was semi-quantified by comparing fluorescent stain intensity under different boundary stiffness, but a quantitative analysis such as hydroxiproline assay was not utilized. As mentioned in the previous section, effect of cell-generated forces or stiffness on ECM secretion needs to be quantified in the future studies.

### 5.3 Conclusions

The studies presented in this thesis represent an important step forward understanding the effect of the mechanical environment on VIC phenotype and myofibroblast differentiation in general, in a 3D ECM environment. Our results imply that there may be optimum tissue tension and growth factor concentration levels at which ECM production can be promoted without excessive myofibroblast activation. Future studies focusing on the interactions between mechanical environment, growth factors and *de novo* ECM properties (both protein content and mechanical properties) will be helpful in creating robust engineered structures without fibrocontractive tissue remodeling. By regulating tension- in turn cell phenotype- with drugs and augmenting ECM secretion during *in vitro* culturing period, off-the-shelf TEHVs and other engineered organs without long-term complications such as retraction or tissue bulking can be produced. Moreover, 3D model presented here can be used for mechanosensitive drug studies to prevent or reverse heart valve fibrosis/calcification or other fibrocontractive diseases.
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Appendix-II: Force calculation in micro-tissue gauges

Beam bending equation: \[ I = \frac{wt^4}{12} \quad F = \frac{\delta \cdot 6EI}{a^2 \cdot (3L - a)} \] (Suppl. Eqn-1)

In the beam bending equation, \( E \) is the Young’s modulus of PDMS, \( \delta \) is the post deflection, and \( a, L, t \) and \( w \) are geometric terms.

Representative volume elements (RVEs)

Figure S1 An RVE includes one cell and surrounding extra cellular matrix. To calculate force per cell, we divided the total tension in the tissue into the average number of RVEs in the cross section, since the tension load is shared by only the cells in parallel.

To calculate average number of RVEs, we made the following assumptions:

1. All of the cells in the maximum projection area are aligned in the direction of tension
2. Cell distribution is homogeneous; cell overlaps and regions without cells are neglected.
3. Aspect ratio of the tissue dimensions and aspect ratio of one RVE is equal.
Figure S 2 The total cell number in the middle region of the micro-tissue is taken as the number of RVEs.

Number of RVEs parallel to cross section \( n_{\text{Parallel RVE}} = K^2 \)

Total number of RVEs in the tissue = Total number of cells in the tissue \( (n_{\text{cells}}) \)

\[
\frac{\text{Volume of Tissue}}{\text{Volume of RVE}} = \frac{K^3a \times b \times c}{a \times b \times c} = K^3 \quad K = (n_{\text{cells}})^{\frac{1}{3}}
\]

(S1)

So, \( n_{\text{Parallel RVE}} = (n_{\text{cells}})^{\frac{2}{3}} \)
### Appendix-III: PDMS Ratios and Heat Treatment for Specific Post Stiffness

Table S 1 PDMS monomer:curing agent ratios and related µ-TUG stiffness determined by uniaxial tensile test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDMS monomer : curing agent weight ratio</th>
<th>Heat treatment</th>
<th>Stiffness of the µTUG cantilevers (kPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18:1</td>
<td>at 60 °C for 24 hours</td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:1</td>
<td>at 110 °C for 20 minute</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:1</td>
<td>at 110 °C for 28 hours</td>
<td>2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:1</td>
<td>at 60 °C for 24 hours +</td>
<td>4200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>at 110 °C for 48 hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix-IV: Two-way ANOVA results for homeostatic cell forces on day seven

Table S 2 All Pairwise Multiple Comparison Procedures (Tukey Test):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect of TGF-β1 Between Stiffness Groups</th>
<th>TGF-β1 concentration (ng/mL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k (nN/nm)</td>
<td>Within 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01 vs. 0.52</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01 vs. 0.33</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01 vs. 0.12</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.52 vs. 0.33</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.52 vs. 0.15</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.33 vs. 0.15</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect of Stiffness Between TGF-β1 Groups</th>
<th>k (nN/nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TGF-β1 concentration (ng/mL)</td>
<td>Within 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 vs. 0.5</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 vs. 0.05</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 vs. 0</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 vs. 0.05</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 vs. 0</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05 vs. 0</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NS: No statistically significant difference.
*: Significantly different with given p value.
Appendix-V: Micro-tissue Failure Mechanisms

Figure S 3 A) Tissue slipping off the soft cantilever. B) Tissue thinning due to fibrinolysis and/or lack of ECM synthesis. C) Tissue adhered to the PDMS well.
Appendix-VI: Force-Generation Time Course for Different Boundary Stiffness

Figure S 4 Cell-generated forces remains almost flat for seven days with 0.33 nN/nm stiff posts, while they keep increasing when posts stiffness is 0.56 nN/nm.
Appendix-VII: Supplementary Force Data

Effect of stiffening boundary real time on force-per-cell values for different post stiffness, media or culture durations.

Figure S 5  k= 0.33 nN/nm. Pretreated with 5 ng/mL TGF-β for 4 days. Culture media: DMEM+10%FBS+1ng/mL TGF-β. One of the posts was held with magnetic force for 2 days.

Figure S 6  k= 0.56 nN/nm. No pretreatment TGF-β. Culture media: DMEM+10%FBS+1ng/mL TGF-β. One of the posts was held with magnetic force for 2 days.
Figure S 7 $k=0.15$ nN/nm. No pretreatment TGF-β. Culture media: DMEM+10%FBS+5ng/mL TGF-β. One of the posts was held with magnetic force for 2 days.
Appendix-VIII: α-SMA Distribution Under Very Soft Boundary

α-SMA distribution in micro-tissues with very low micro-posts (k=0.15 nN/nm)

Figure S 8 A: Continuously soft boundary. B: Real-time stiffened and softened boundary. α-SMA stain is not incorporated into stress fibers with very soft micro-posts (k = 0.15 nN/nm).
Appendix- IX: Magnetic Fields Visualization of the Permanent Magnet

Figure S 9 Magnetic field visualization of NdFeB, Grade N52 permanent magnet (K&J Magnetics, Jamison, PA) in free space.
Appendix- X: Calculation of Micro-Tissue Matrix Modulus

Micro-tissues were stretched by applying magnetic force to the Ni bead glued on top of posts with a permanent magnet as shown in the Figure 4.4-A and B. The force applied by the magnet ($F_{\text{stretch}}$) was calculated by determining the deflection of the other post as a result of the stretching $\delta_{\text{stretch}}$. The applied force was divided by the initial cross-sectional area of the tissue to calculate the applied engineering stress ($\sigma = F_{\text{stretch}} / A$, $A$ is tissue crosssectional area). Light distribution patterns on the micro-tissues (Figure 4.4 C) were used to obtain strain distribution by using High Density Mapper (HDM) software (with help of Glenn Gaudette Lab, WPI) (Kelly et al., Medical engineering & physics. 2007;29:154-62). The output displacement gradients from the HDM software were divided by the local initial length (distance between measurements) to calculate the incremental uniaxial engineering strain ($\varepsilon_{\text{stretch}}$) in the region of interest (Figure 4.4-B). The tensile stiffness of the micro-tissue was calculated by dividing the change in applied stress by change in local strain (Zhao et al., Advanced Materials, 2013;25:1699-705): $E = \Delta \sigma_{\text{stretch}} / \Delta \varepsilon_{\text{stretch}}$.

Figure S 10 A: Unstretched micro-tissue (3 days of culture). B: At peak stretch. C: Heat map showing strain distribution on the x-axis over the micro-tissue.
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Initial tissue stresses (due to cell-generated forces) in our micro-tissues were 0.86±0.19 for continuously soft boundary and 1.08±0.35 kPa for the real-time stiffened-softened group, which are comparable to initial stress values reported by (Zhao et al., Biomaterials, 35(19), 5056-5064) for 0.3 nN/nm posts stiffness.

The incremental modulus of the micro-tissues with one post hold rigidly from day 2 to day 3 of culture (E = 82.1±51.2 kPa) is approximately double the modulus of micro-tissues cultured between the static posts (E = 37.3±4.9 kPa) (Figure 4.10); however, the difference is not statistically different and the power of the test was low due to low sample numbers (p = 0.207, power = 0.141, n=3 per group).

Figure S 11 Matrix stiffness of micro-tissues with one post rigidly hold (effective boundary stiffness increased from 0.165 nN/nm to 0.33 nN/nm after 24 hrs of culture, then reduced back to 0.165 and mechanical properties measured after an additional 24 hrs) and those with continuously soft posts (k_{eff} = 0.165 entire experiment) (n=3 micro-tissues in each group).
Appendix- XI: Tissue Tensions Before Fully Releasing Gel Boundary

Figure S 12 Tissue tension prior to fully releasing micro-tissues is significantly higher in TGF-β pre-treated group (n=3, *: p<0.05, t-test)